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Section 1:
Overview
3

Context & Background: Project motivations
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

COVID-19. A global pandemic sparked need for technical interventions to reduce viral spread
by logging contacts between individuals. Apps were the first types of technologies used in
order to trace interactions.
Apps Implementations: Different countries started to develop apps. We wanted to identify
similarities and difference in design implementations and information material that were used.
App Adoption: We wanted to see the different aspects of app’s experience and whether they
impact adoption.
App Design: we wanted to look specifically into app designs (user experience and user
interface) to do more analysis and comparisons among these apps with regard to user data
transparency.
Comparing and Documenting App Implementations: We wanted to create a place where
we could compare different apps and document the screenshots as the pandemic
progressed.
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Section 3 Overview: App design transparency comparisons
Section 3.1 - Onboarding transparency: Slides: 12-46
●

(17 of 18) apps with some level of onboarding include a “walkthrough” step-by-step method of onboarding; (15 of 18) of those apps have similar user
interface components (feature image and summary text) with various themes: (8 of 18) created warm illustrations of people and families, (16 of 18) showed
information in short sentences as opposed to dense paragraphs, (10 of 18) use simple iconography (no human illustrations) with longer blocks of text, and
(4 of 31) asked for data permissions before any walkthrough or onboarding of information;

Section 3.2 - Visible data settings: Slides 47-61
●

(15 of 31) apps accessed feature settings, app permissions and data collection features placed on one of the apps main tabs; (9 of 15) are labeled on the
home tab; between (1-6 apps of 15) show “on and off” via checkmarks, cards, toggles, buttons, iconography, and color-coded backgrounds; of the 15 apps,
between 1-3 apps each show different aspects that can be turned on/off including: bluetooth, notifications, location, link to go to settings to activate
bluetooth, awareness Bluetooth is on, contact registration or proximity tracing is on, “delete data” button and a remove tracking of geolocation option.

Section 3.3 - App governance process: Slide 62-72
●

We analyzed the presence privacy policy specific to app (23 of 31), whether app is open source (17 of 31), privacy impact assessments (7 of 31).
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Section 4 Overview: App data comparisons
Section 4.1 - App permissions: Slides 74-94
●

We analyzed 28 apps available and live for download on the Google Play Store as of August 1, 2020; (17 of 28) both mentioned use of
approximate and precise location information, (17 of 28) access bluetooth settings, (28 of 28) request full network access, (26 of 28) view
network connections, (10 of 28) can read the contents of your USB storage, (5 of 28) ask permission to take pictures and video.

Section 4.2 - App data deletion: Slides 95-105
●

Of 31 apps that we could access, (23 of 31) apps we found reference to user app deletion and (8 of 31) apps we did not find reference to
user app and data deletion.

Section 4.3 - App downloads (Google Play Store): Slides 106-112
●

We analyzed 27 apps available and live for download on the Google Play Store as of August 01, 2020; (2 of 28) listed 1,000+ installs, (3 of
28) listed 10,000+ installs, (4 of 28) listed 50,000+ installs, (8 of 28) listed 100,000+ installs, (2 of 28) listed 500,000+ installs, (6 of 28) listed
1,000,000+ installs, (2 of 28) listed 5,000,000+ installs, (1 of 28) listed 100,000,000+ installs.
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Section 2:
Methodology
7

Methodology: How we collected,
categorized and analyzed apps
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

NOTE: This is a work in progress and information on these
topics are changing frequently. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or
correct information, please let us know.

Identifying COVID-19-Related Apps: We first used a set of apps highlighted in the MIT Tech Review Contact Tracing Tracker. We then
looked for additional apps deployed during the time of this review (March - July 2020) -- Basis for (Q1, 2, 3)
Analyzing Apps: For each app, we installed the app (using an iOS mobile device) where possible. Some were not accessible due to
geographic limitations or the app was no longer available etc. We documented whether we were able to download the app, and if so, how
far we were able to get to explore features (Q8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14). For example, many required local phone numbers to be able to see the
home page and core experience.
Capturing App Experience (Screenshots of live usage): After installation, we took screenshots of every step of the process from
onboarding, permission gathering to home screen or other tab exploration. All screenshots are available in Section 5 of this slide deck.
Inferring App Experience from App store images: If firsthand screenshots with the app download were not possible, we documented
screenshots in both the Apple App Store and Google Play Store links.
a.
We used Google Play Store to document permissions and the rough ballpark of downloads. (Q5, 7, 12)
b.
We used the App Store to document the version history to understand when the first version was uploaded to the app store. (Q4,
6)
Inferring App Experience from news, blogs and App websites:. If firsthand screenshots with the app download were not possible, we
searched the affiliated app websites, documentation (PDFs, GitHub repositories, etc.), news articles and/or video walkthroughs for
additional screenshots. (Q8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14)

Using a mix of steps #3-5 we were able to answer questions including: Does the app explain data collection and the COVID-19-related app
technology within the first 5 screens of onboarding? Does the home or main tab have settings features (the ability to turn off bluetooth, etc.)? What
are the permissions required from the user in order to use the app? What personal information is collected throughout the app experience?
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Methodology: How we collected,
categorized and analyzed apps
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

NOTE: This is a work in progress and information on these
topics are changing frequently. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or
correct information, please let us know.

Governance, data collection and deletion: We looked at the affiliated website, privacy policies, and/or terms of use documentation in
order to gather information on: App collaboration and governance, personal information collected, if the app deletes data and if yes, under
what conditions.
Translated materials: We used Google translate (where necessary) to derive insights. Note: Beyond visual indicators, we were not able to
gather some information for the app due to language barrier even with Google translate. For these, we note them in each of the subsections
below.
Data collection: We took steps 2-7 to be able to fill in an Excel spreadsheet of items for each of the countries, adding links for sources
where relevant.
Derived themes: We looked at COVID-19 related applications and matched 4 common themes across the apps (See: Section 3 & Section
4). The themes we gathered are:
a.
Onboarding transparency: How did the apps onboard and orient users? (Q8)
b.
Visible data settings: What was the design of the app settings? How might a user turn “off” data sharing? (Q9)
c.
App governance process: How was the app designed, built, strategized and conceived? Who did they collaborate with? (Q10)
d.
Unique features: What are standout app features?
App comparison: We also created a section that simply compared information documented across apps:
a.
App permissions: What permissions does the app ask users for? (Q12)
b.
Personal information collected: What personal information is collected in the app? (Q13)
c.
App data deletion processes: What is the process or UX to delete your account or information? (Q14)
d.
App downloads: How many app downloads did the app see in Google Play store? Or relevant media? (Q7)
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Questions for app analysis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

What is the name of the country / state / province affiliated with the app?
What is the name of the app?
Who is the deployer?
What is the iPhone App store link?
What is the Google Play store link?
What is the date of deploying the app in the app store? (As seen by version 1.0 in the App store link)
How many reported downloads? (As seen by Google Play store link, along with the date documented)
Does the app explain data collection / COVID-19 related app technology within the first 5 screens of onboarding? Before they ask you to
enable permissions?
Does the home / main page have setting toggles (ability to turn on/off bluetooth, location, etc.)
How was the app created (through collaboration with community members or experts)? How is it governed (documentation, advisory boards,
outside council, etc.)?
Were we able to download the app? If so, how far were we able to explore before being limited in some way?
What are the permissions required from the user in order to use the app?
Personal information collected
Does the app delete the data? If yes, after how many days?
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Section 3:
App design transparency comparisons
Section 3.1 - Onboarding transparency
(17 of 18) apps with some level of
onboarding include a “walkthrough”
step-by-step method of onboarding; (1 of 18)
of those apps have similar user interface
components (feature image and summary
text) with various themes: (8 of 18) created
warm illustrations of people and families, (16
of 18) showed information in short sentences
as opposed to dense paragraphs, (10 of 18)
use simple iconography with longer blocks of
text, and (4 of 32) asked for data
permissions before any walkthrough or
onboarding of information;

Section 3.2 - Visible data settings
(16 of 32) apps accessed feature settings,
app permissions and data collection features
placed on one of the apps main tabs; (10 of
16) are labeled on the home tab; between
(1-6 apps of 16) show “on and off” via
checkmarks, cards, toggles, buttons,
iconography, and color-coded backgrounds;
of the 16 apps, between 1-3 apps each show
different aspects that can be turned on/off
including: bluetooth, notifications, location,
link to go to settings to activate bluetooth,
awareness Bluetooth is on, contact
registration or proximity tracing is on, “delete
data” button and a remove tracking of
geolocation option.

Section 3.3 - App governance process
We analyzed the presence privacy policy
specific to app (23 of 31), whether app is
open source (17 of 31), privacy impact
assessments (7 of 31).
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3.1: Onboarding
transparency
Key questions
●

●

●
●

Does the app explain data
collection / COVID-19-related
technology within the first 5-7
screens of onboarding?
Of those with the walkthrough
method present, how many have
icon/illustration + text layouts?
How do the apps differentiate in
terms of style of onboarding?
Do they explain permissions
before they ask you to enable
permissions?

Sub-themes and findings:
●

●

●

●

Walkthrough method: Of the analyzed applications, 18 apps had some level of onboarding before requiring data collection
include a “walkthrough” method of screen-by-screen onboarding, highlighting elements including: the purpose of the app, how the
technology works (both for the user and also the technical backend), various features (notifications, confidentiality), and possible
public health mentions.
○
(17 of 18) Walkthrough present: Alberta Canada, Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
France, India, Ireland, Italy, Malaysia, Poland, Singapore, Switzerland, Turkey, UK
○
(1 of 18) No walkthrough: Iceland has 1 screen that explains the app, but no series of walkthrough screens
Walkthrough screen components: With the 16 apps that showcased an app walkthrough, (14/15) walkthrough “screen” was
broken out into similar core components that included the following: main illustration highlighting the concept, a short few
sentences of text:
○
(15 of 18) apps with walkthroughs have icon/illustration + text layout: Alberta Canada, Australia, Austria, Bahrain,
Canada, Czech Republic, France, India, Italy, Malaysia, Poland, Singapore, Switzerland, Turkey, UK)
○
(3 of 18) No consistent set of screens with features of prominent graphic + text: Cyprus, Iceland, Ireland
Style of onboarding: In the onboarding process we noticed several themes:
○
Created warm illustrations of people and families
■
(8 of 18) Yes: Australia, Canada, France, India, Ireland, Italy, Singapore, Switzerland,
■
(10 of 18) No or unable to tell based on app access: Alberta Canada, Austria, Bahrain, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Iceland, Malaysia, Poland, Turkey, UK
○
Showed information in short sentences as opposed to dense paragraphs
■
(16 of 18) Yes: Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, France, India, Iceland, Italy,
Malaysia, Poland, Singapore, Switzerland, Turkey, UK)
■
(2 of 18) Not characteristic of this description or unable to access enough information: Alberta Canada,
Ireland
○
Created a more formal approach, creating simple iconography (no human illustrations) with longer blocks of text (as
opposed to a few sentence summary):
■
(10 of 18) Yes: Alberta Canada, Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Iceland, Ireland, Malaysia, Poland,
Turkey, UK
■
(8 of 18) No: Australia, Canada, Bahrain, France, India, Italy, Singapore, Switzerland,
Permissions placement: Looking at all apps (not just ones with onboarding transparency)
○
(4 of 32) total apps that asked for data before any walkthrough or explanation (US - Utah, US - North Dakota, Qatar,
Mexico)
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Countries
referenced
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Note: Screens gathered highlight whether there was some evidence of the theme for analysis and
comparison; we are not making a judgment or opinion on whether the design choices are good or bad.
We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Definite evidence through personal app
download
Some evidence, the app was not fully tested;
used secondary information to infer details

Alberta, Canada: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through news, media
Australia: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through news, media
Austria: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 2.0.2
Bahrain: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through google play store
Canada: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v. 1.0.2
Cyprus: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 2.0.1
Czech Republic: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.1
France: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.1.1
India: Research team did not download; gathered screenshots through app store, news, and media
Iceland: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v. 2.0.0
Ireland: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v. 1.0.1
Italy: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.2.0
Malaysia: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.0.30 and detailed sequential screenshot documentation available through affiliated website.
Poland: gathered screenshots through iOS v 4.2.0; screenshots showed text information before asking for permissions for logging and notifications; unable to translate
screens to validate what information is articulated
Singapore: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through secondary media; found potential evidence of this
Switzerland: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.0.5
Turkey: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from App Store and Google Play store; unable to determine sequential onboarding screens, but there seems to be
some evidence of information walkthrough before entering the home screen.
UK: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from secondary source news media; Screens show some evidence of informational onboarding; unable to see sequential
walkthrough details.
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Countries not referenced
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Note: Apps for countries not referenced due to inability to download the app, lack of secondary
evidence through sources we found to show there is some level of informational onboarding, or
no informational screens or text before requiring some level of data collection or permissions.
This is a work in progress. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can
help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Bulgaria: Unable to download; unable to translate PNG screenshots from Google Play
China: Unable to access the app; unable to translate screenshots of the app from news media
Germany: Unable to access the app; unable to translate screenshots of the app from the app store & github screenshots presented are not necessarily all comprehensive so was
unable to answer question for this section.
Ghana: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from secondary news sources, unable to see sequential screenshots for this category
Iran: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from android app store, twitter, news and media. Unable to translate screenshots available.
Israel: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from Google Play store, affiliated websites; screens are not sequential and so was unable to answer question for this section.
Mexico: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.0.1; screenshots did not include data collection or onboarding screens before asking for permissions on location,
notifications and bluetooth access
Netherlands: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from clickable PrivateTracer online prototype and secondary media sources (videos); unable to infer whether these
screenshots are sequential and therefore unable to answer question for this section.
North Macedonia: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from App Store and secondary media from affiliated website; unable to track whether onboarding screens are
sequential so was unable to answer question for this section.
Norway: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from Google Play Store and unable to see sequential onboarding screenshots so was unable to answer question for this
section
Qatar: Able to download; app asks for permissions (and does not let you continue) unless user turns on bluetooth and location services are on; no evidence of onboarding screens
or information about the technology before Terms and Conditions screen and registration page.
UAE: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from app store and secondary media (video) source; unable to see sequential onboarding screenshots so was unable to answer
question for this section.
U.S. North Dakota: gathered screenshots through iOS v 3.5; screenshots did not include onboarding screens before asking for permissions for notifications; “Welcome” screen
gives minimal information on the technology
U.S. Utah: Able to download iOS v 1.2.1; there is no onboarding or informational walkthrough before requiring user to input phone number
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We did not have access to the onboarding screens of the
app. Based on researching news media, these
screenshots highlight a thick block of explanatory text
before asking users to accept app permissions.

Alberta, Canada
ABTraceTogether

Source: https://globalnews.ca/news/6898691/ab-trace-together-contact-app-alberta-covid-ios/
15

App was not downloaded, screens were taken from this
source.

Australia
COVIDSafe

Source: https://techxplore.com/news/2020-04-covidsafe-tracking-app-issues.html
16

Austria focuses one page of the onboarding
directly on defining and explaining the key
concept of their app: “The Digital
handshake.”

Austria
Stopp Corona

iOS app version 2.0.2. Last update 6/26/20. Last accessed 6/28/20
17

Austria
Stopp Corona

iOS app version 2.0.2. Last update 6/26/20. Last accessed 6/28/20
18

Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=bh.bahrain.corona.tracker
Bahrain
BeAware
19

Canada
COVID Alert

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ca.gc.hcsc.canada.stopcovid
20

Canada
COVID Alert

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ca.gc.hcsc.canada.stopcovid
21

Canada
COVID Alert

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ca.gc.hcsc.canada.stopcovid
22

Cyprus highlights 1-2 pages of app context
before launching the user onto the home
screen of the app for logging information.

Cyprus
CovTracer

Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.rise.ihnilatis
23

Cyprus
CovTracer

Source: iOS app screenshots version 2.0.1. Accessed 7/16/20
24

Czech’s onboarding is similar to France’s:
similar graphical layout and onboarding
features (step by step) details before
permissions.

Czech Republic
eRouska

iOS app, version: 1.1, accessed July 02, 2020
25

France includes a comprehensive “3-step”
summary up front, and goes through each
category step by step. Before ending
onboarding, they include a series of public
health reminders.

France
StopCovid

App iOS version 1.1.1., accessed July 02, 2020
26

India
Aarogya Setu

Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nic.goi.aarogyasetu
27

Iceland
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=is.la
ndlaeknir.rakning
28

Iceland
iOS app version 2.0.0, accessed July 02, 2020
29

Ireland COVID Tracker
iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
30

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
31

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
32

This app shows a series of screens explaining how the app
is valuable on a high level before going into more granular
details and permission gathering.

Italy
Immuni

Source: Screenshots from 6/28/20: iOS app version 1.2.0 (last update one week ago from 6/28/20.
33

Italy
Immuni

Source: Screenshots from 6/28/20: iOS app version 1.2.0 (last update one week ago from 6/28/20.
34

Malaysia
MyTrace

Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=my.gov.onegovappstore.mytrace&hl=en
35

Poland
ProteGO

iOS app version 4.2.0 which was updated 6/22/20. Access 6/28/20.
36

Poland uses a series of simple iconography
to highlight each step of the onboarding
process.

Poland
ProteGO

iOS app version 4.2.0 which was updated 6/22/20. Access 6/28/20.
37

The app bundles a series of explainer text
before asking the user to launch into data
input (mobile phone number, personal
details). This pattern is seen in other apps.

Singapore
Trace Together

Source:
https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360043735573-How-do-I-set-up-TraceTogether38

Singapore
Trace Together
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.straitstimes.com%2Ftech%2Fsingapore-app-allows-for-faster-cont
act-tracing&psig=AOvVaw2ICWe-O1PdaIiLebOKjwlP&ust=1591709524377000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTC
JiXs5mq8ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAQ
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Singapore
Trace Together
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FTraceTogether&psig=AOvVaw2ICWe-O1PdaIiLebO
aKjwlP&ust=1591709524377000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJiXs5mq8ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAY
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Singapore
Trace Together
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2020/03/how-coronavirus-tracking-app-tracetogether-works/
41

Switzerland
SwissCovid App

Screenshots taken iOS app version 1.0.5 on June 28, 2020
42

This app highlights the
reason for permissions
before asking for
exposure logging and
notification access. Some
apps do not give context
before requiring
permissions.

Switzerland
SwissCovid App

Screenshots taken iOS app version 1.0.5 on June 28, 2020
43

This application protects you and your
surroundings from Corona virus T.C. It
was developed by the Ministry of Health.

Turkey
Hayat Eve Sığar

Risk Areas
When you allow location services, the app will alert you when you
approach risky areas, and you will be able to see areas on the map that
you should not approach instantly.

https://apps.apple.com/tr/app/hayat-eve-s%C4%B1%C4%9Far/id1505756398?l=tr
44

Turkey
Hayat Eve Sığar

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tr.gov.saglik.hayatevesigar&hl=en_US
45

UK
NHS COVID-19 App

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52551273
Users will be asked to enter the first part of their postcode but not their name or other
personal details
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3.2: Visible data
settings
Key questions
●

●

●

Are the settings on one of the
main navigation tabs of the
app? If so, which?
Does the home or main tab
have setting toggles (ability to
turn on/off bluetooth, location,
etc.)? How is this displayed?
Based on the on/off elements,
what specifically can be turned
on or off?

Sub-themes and findings:
●

●

●

(16 of 32) apps that we had access to featured settings, app permissions, and data collection features are
placed one of the main tabs:
○
9 of 16 are on the home tab (Alberta Canada, Austria, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Italy, Malaysia,
Netherlands, Switzerland)
■
3 of 16 are not on the home tab (France - Protect tab, Ireland - Contact Tracing, US North
Dakota - Visits, Protect, About)
■
4 of 16 unable to tell which tab (Australia, Germany, Singapore, North Macedonia)
On vs. off design elements. One UI element that is in several apps are the “on versus off” design for permissions,
location sharing, or other types of data sharing are shown in a variety of ways:
○
2 of 16 show checkmarks (Alberta Canada, Czech Republic)
○
6 of 16 show cards with “active” text (Australia, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Singapore)
○
2 of 16 show toggle on/off (Austria, North Macedonia)
○
4 of 16 feature button on/off (Canada, Cyprus, France, US - North Dakota)
○
1 of 16 features ionography with on/off text (Malaysia)
○
1 of 16 features color-coded background toggle (Netherland)
Data controls. Based on the on vs. off elements, what specifically can be turned on or off?
○
2 of 16 show bluetooth (Alberta Canada, Cyprus, North Macedonia)
○
1 of 16 shows notifications (Alberta Canada)
○
1 of 16 shows exposure notifications (Canada)
○
1 of 16 shows location (US - North Dakota)
○
3 of 16 mention or link to go to your settings to activate bluetooth & location (France, Italy)
○
2 of 16 show no action on interface, just awareness Bluetooth is on (Australia, Singapore-based on
available screen)
○
2 of 16 show contact registration or proximity tracing is on (Netherlands, Switzerland)
○
1 of 16 shows “delete data” button which prompts delete app (US North Dakota)
○
1 of 16 shows remove tracking of home geolocation option (US - North Dakota)
○
2 of 16 unable to tell which features are specifically (Germany, Italy)
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Countries
referenced

Note: Screens gathered highlight whether there was some evidence of the theme for analysis and
comparison; we are not making a judgment or opinion on whether the design choices are good or bad.
We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Definite evidence through personal app
download
Some evidence, the app was not fully tested;
used secondary information to infer details

1.

Alberta, Canada: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through news, media

2.

Australia: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through news, media

3.

Austria: Able to download iOS app v 2.0.2; gathered screenshots directly through app and app stores

4.

Canada: Able to download iOS app v. 1.0.2; gathered screenshots directly through the app

5.

Cyprus: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 2.0.1

6.

Czech Republic: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.1 and Google Play store with Google translation

7.

France: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.1.1

8.

Germany: Unable to access the app; gathered screenshots through Google Play Store & Github; unable to translate screenshots in Play Store but
github documentation for screen descriptions are written in English

9.

Italy: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.2.0

10.

Ireland: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.0.1

11.

Malaysia: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.0.30 and detailed sequential screenshot documentation available through affiliated
website.

12.

Netherlands: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from clickable PrivateTracer online prototype and secondary media sources (videos); unable to
find evidence for this category

13.

U.S. North Dakota: gathered screenshots through iOS v 3.5;

14.

North Macedonia: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from App Store and secondary media from affiliated website; found possible evidence for
this category with the toggle, but unable to translate this screen to confirm meaning and feature functionality

15.

Singapore: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through secondary media; found possible evidence for this category

16.

Switzerland: Able to download iOS app v 1.0.5; gathered screenshots through app directly, and affiliated Fact Sheet
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Note: Apps for countries not referenced due to XXXXXXXX FILL THIS IN

Countries not referenced
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

This is a work in progress. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can help
add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Bahrain: Unable to download; gathered screenshots through Google Play Store; unable to find evidence for this category
Bulgaria: Unable to download; unable to translate PNG screenshots from Google Play
China: Unable to access the app; unable to translate screenshots of the app from news media
Ghana: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from secondary news sources, unable to find evidence for this category
Iceland: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v. 2.0.0, unable to find evidence for this category
India: Research team did not download; gathered screenshots through app store, news, and media, unable to find evidence for this category
Iran: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from android app store, twitter, news and media, unable to translate screenshots and see
evidence for this category
Israel: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from Google Play store, affiliated websites; unable to find evidence for this category
Mexico: Able to download; gathered screenshots through iOS v 1.0.1; unable to find evidence for this category
Norway: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from Google Play Store and unable to see sequential onboarding screenshots so was
unable to find evidence for this category
Poland: gathered screenshots through iOS v 4.2.0; screenshots showed text information before asking for permissions for logging and
notifications; unable to translate screens to validate what information is articulated
Qatar: Able to download; unable to find evidence for this category
Turkey: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from App Store and Google Play store; unable to find evidence for this category
UAE: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from app store and secondary media (video) source; unable to find evidence for this category
UK: Unable to download; acquired screenshots from secondary source news media; unable to find evidence for this category
U.S. Utah: Able to download iOS v 1.2.1; unable to find evidence for this category
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Alberta Canada

Australia
COVIDSafe
Source: Blog post

Austria
STOPP Corona
Source: App Store
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Erouska is active. The application works in the background
and monitors the environment, please do not quit it. Leave
Bluetooth turned on and work with your phone as usual.
Pause Data Collection.

Czech Republic
eRouska
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cz.covid19cz.erouska
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Australia
COVIDSafe
Source: Blog post
52

Home screen button highlights
“Enable COVID Alert” button which
means “Enable exposure
notifications” which alerts the user as
soon as it learns of a possible
exposure.

The home page
highlights if the COVID
Alert app is off and if
notifications are off with
button prompts to turn
them on.

Canada
COVID Alert
Source: iOS app version 1.0.2, accessed 8/01/20
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Cyprus
CovTracer
Source: iOS app v.2.0.1

France
StopCovid
Source: iOS app v.1.1.1

Germany
Corona-Warn-App
Source: Github
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Ireland COVID Tracker
iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1

The Updates tab
showcases the “COVID
Check-In” to nudge users to
input their symptoms.

COVID Check-In tab also highlights
an opportunity for the user to opt-in
to check in with their symptoms.

Contact tracing tab highlights that
contact tracing is active or not active.
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Italy
Immuni
Source: iOS app v.1.2.0

Italy’s app features a “disable
the service” call to action on
the home page. It also
highlights whether the service
is active or inactive. Users
can learn more about the
technology throughout the
app and view more
information on how to disable
exposure notifications directly
in the app.

The bluetooth and location
permissions are on the home
page.

Mayasia
MyTrace
Source: OS Documentation
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The app appears to be default
off. The app will not function
until the user switches contact
registration back on.
Netherlands
PrivateTracer
Source: Public prototype

The app shows when it was last
updated, what data is shared
and whether contact
registration is off or on.

If the user turns off contact
registration, the app presents
this warning that it can no
longer detect when you may be
in proximity with an infected
person.
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Upon clicking
“Erase Data”
user is
prompted to
delete app.

App features a
call-to-action
“Erase Data”
button

US: North Dakota
Care19
Source: iOS app v.3.5
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App allows you to
remove tracking
of your home

US: North Dakota
Care19
Source: iOS app v.3.5

Unclear whether
this is the home
screen but
screen title “Your
app is active” is
the indicator for
this category.

Singapore
TraceTogether
Source: Play Store
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Unable to
translate
application but
this screen
shows evidence
of a toggle off/on
for bluetooth
functionality

North Macedonia
Stop Korona
https://apps.apple.com/mk/app/stopkorona!/id1506641869
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Homepage features
“app active” box to
remind user app is on.

Switzerland
SwissCovid
Source: iOS app v.1.0.5.

Scrolling down on homepage,
user can change settings for
messages, follow up on public
health steps.

Homepage features
“app active” box to
remind user app is on.

The app highlights data
sharing and security
questions throughout.
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3.3: Privacy
governance process

Sub-themes and findings:
●

Key questions
●

●
●
●

How was the app created (through
collaboration with community members or
experts)? How is the app governed
(documentation, advisory boards, outside
council, etc.)? [This was noted in the slide
notes, but was not in the comparison slides
due to the variation in phrasing..]
Does the app have a privacy policy specific
to the app?
Does the app have evidence of open source
documentation?
Does the app have evidence of privacy
impact assessments?

Definitions:
A Privacy Impact Assessment, or PIA, is an analysis of how personally identifiable
information is collected, used, shared, and maintained. (Source: US FTC)
A Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) is a process to help you identify and
minimise the data protection risks of a project. (Source: ICO)

●

●

Privacy policy specific to app. Does the app have a privacy policy specific to
the app (meaning, not just a broad privacy policy for the affiliated organization)?
○
(23 of 31) Yes (Alberta Canada, Australia, Austria, Canada, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Germany, Iceland, India, Ireland Israel, Italy, Mexico,
Netherlands, North Macedonia, Norway, Poland, Qatar, Singapore,
Switzerland, UAE, UK, U.S - Utah)
○
(8 of 31) No or unable to find evidence of this: (Bahrain, Bulgaria,
France, Ghana, Iran, Malaysia, U.S. - North Dakota, Turkey)
Open source. Evidence of open source documentation (e.g. Github)
○
(17 of 31) Yes: Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands,
Poland, Singapore, Switzerland, UK
○
(14 of 31) No or unable to find evidence of this: Alberta Canada,
Bahrain, Ghana, India, Iran, Malaysia, Mexico, U.S. North Dakota,
North Macedonia, Norway, Qatar, Turkey, UAE, U.S. Utah
*Privacy or Data Protection Impact Assessments. Evidence of privacy or Data
Protection Impact Assessments.
○
(7 of 31) Yes: Austria, Australia, Canada, Germany, Ireland, Poland, UK
○
(24 of 31) No or unable to find evidence of this: Alberta Canada,
Bahrain, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, France, Ghana, Iceland,
India, Iran, Israel, Italy, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, U.S. - North
Dakota, North Macedonia, Norway, Qatar, Singapore, Switzerland,
Turkey, UAE, U.S. - Utah
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Countries
referenced

Note: Text gathered highlight whether there was some evidence of the theme for analysis and
comparison; we are not making a judgment or opinion on whether the design choices are good or bad.
We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

1.

Alberta, Canada

17.

Italy

2.

Australia

18.

Malaysia

3.

Austria

19.

Mexico

4.

Bahrain

20.

Netherlands

5.

Bulgaria

21.

U.S. North Dakota

6.

Canada

22.

North Macedonia

7.

Cyprus

23.

Norway

8.

Czech Republic

24.

Poland

9.

France

25.

Qatar

10.

Germany

26.

Singapore

11.

Ghana

27.

Switzerland

12.

Iceland

28.

Turkey

13.

India

29.

UAE

14.

Iran

30.

UK

15.

Ireland

31.

U.S. Utah

16.

Israel

Has privacy policy or privacy statement specific to
the app
Has some reference to open source documentation
Has evidence or reference to privacy or data
protection impact assessment
Could not find evidence but does not mean this
does not exist; please let us know if you have
information to help update.
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Countries not referenced
1.

This is a work in progress. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can help
add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

China: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
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Alberta,
Canada

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this.
* PP specific to app: https://www.alberta.ca/ab-trace-together-privacy.aspx (7/2/20)
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this.
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Australia

* Advisory board: No app specific advisory board, but evidence of advisory committees - https://www.health.gov.au/committees-and-groups
* PP specific to app: https://covidsafe.gov.au/privacy-policy.html
* OS: https://github.com/AU-COVIDSafe
* Other: COVIDSafe legislation; PIA: https://www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/covidsafe-application-privacy-impact-assessment
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Austria

* Advisory board: No app specific advisory board, but evidence the code was submitted to the privacy organisations noyb.eu, epicenter.works and the
security experts at sba-research.org for a first review - https://noyb.eu/en/report-red-cross-corona-app-reviewed-noyb
* PP specific to app: https://www.roteskreuz.at/datenschutz/
* OS: https://github.com/austrianredcross/stopp-corona-ios
* Other: https://www.roteskreuz.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Bericht_Datenschutzfolgeabschaetzung_StoppCorona_App.pdf;
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340916928_Data_Protection_Impact_Assessment_for_the_Corona_App_Version_15 (privacy impact
assessment)
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Bahrain

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this but evidence of collaboration: “the Information & eGovernment Authority (iGA), in cooperation with the
National Taskforce for Combatting the Coronavirus (COVID-19) , worked endlessly to introduce the BeAware Bahrain app” (Source)
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this;
https://bahrain.bh/wps/portal/!ut/p/a1/pZDLDoIwEEX_iBmoErYFIoLiCwnYjQFTCwrUVCJ-vuDCnY_E2d3knOTeAQYpsCa7lSJrS9lk1ZCZuZ8u0dQNywi
8CXGRLkLiruyYzKJRD-x6AI3Q0f2REWAYIlLL3sy3EwfRIv_53q_-m6P4zY94AwmwJ_ZpxUfAewHvewTARCXz_qeJDaxQdK3E0J42ObEEMMWPXHGl
FfLaQtp1nSakFBXXDrKGSx3H6d0_jc8JfQAzyR0b/dl5/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this.
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Bulgaria

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this
* OS: https://github.com/scalefocus/virusafe-android (7/2/20)
* Other: Compliant with the European Commission recommendation on COVID-19 apps for contact tracing (Source: website)
* Date collected: July 17, 2020
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Canada

* Advisory board: App Advisory Council: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/icgc.nsf/eng/h_07687.html
* PP specific to app: https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19/covid-alert/privacy-policy.html
* OS: https://github.com/cds-snc/covid-alert-app
* Other: Exposure Notification Application Privacy Assessment:
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19/covid-alert/privacy-policy/assessment.html
* Date collected: August 01, 2020

Cyprus

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; Audit and code: https://erouska.cz/audit-kod; Evidence of collaboration: Team on website is listed here. Listed on website
footer: RISE is the Research Centre of Excellence on Information and Communication Technologies in Cyprus, focusing on Interactive media, Smart systems and
Emerging technologies, aiming to empower knowledge and technology transfer in the region. It is a joint venture between the three public universities of Cyprus University of Cyprus, Cyprus University of Technology, and, Open University of Cyprus- , the Municipality of Nicosia, and two renowned international partners, the Max
Planck Institute for Informatics, Germany, and, the University College London, United Kingdom.”
* PP specific to app: https://covid-19.rise.org.cy/RISE_CovTracer_Privacy_Policy_EN.pdf
* OS: Based on Github repo from MIT SafePaths: https://github.com/Path-Check/covid-safe-paths
* Other: https://covid-19.rise.org.cy/en/manual/
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Czech
Republic

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; team outlined here: https://erouska.cz/tym; evidence of collaboration: “The application was created by volunteers
working on the Covid19CZ platform under the auspices of the Ministry of Health of the Czech Republic. Data security is sponsored by a number of independent experts,
including academics” Source: https://erouska.cz/audit-kod
* PP specific to app: https://erouska.cz/gdpr
* OS: https://github.com/covid19cz/erouska-android (7/2/20)
* Other: Commitment to data trust: https://www.covid19cz.cz/covid19-cz/zavazek-datove-duvery
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

France

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; Expert’s opinion and outreach: https://www.economie.gouv.fr/stopcovid; Inria, ANSSI, Capgemini, Dassault Systèmes,
Inserm, Lunabee Studio, Orange, Santé Publique France and Withings create the StopCovid project team in order to structure and strengthen their contribution to the
government project to set up a mobile contact tracing application (StopCovid). In France, since the beginning of April, the Ministry of Solidarity and Health, the State
Secretariat responsible for Digital, in connection with the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation are mobilized. Since April 8, Inria has been the
operational pilot of the project and has been working closely with its European counterparts to develop a protocol that respects civil liberties. Other public and private
players are also involved, including ANSSI, Santé Publique France, Inserm, Capgemini, Orange, Dassault Systèmes, Lunabee Studio and Withings. An ecosystem of
contributors is also mobilized. Source: https://www.orange.com/en/content/download/54161/1485137/version/10/file/CP%20STOPCOVID%2026avril%20EN.pdf;
https://www.inria.fr/sites/default/files/2020-04/Communiqu%C3%A9%20de%20presse%20STOPCOVID_1.pdf
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this; for broader website: https://www.economie.gouv.fr/politique-confidentialite
* OS: https://gitlab.inria.fr/stopcovid19; https://www.inria.fr/fr/stopcovid-code-source
* Other: Parliamentary work and Partners listed here: https://www.economie.gouv.fr/stopcovid
* Date collected: July 17, 2020
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Germany

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; Lists “our partners” https://www.coronawarn.app/en/#privacy
* PP specific to app: https://www.coronawarn.app/en/privacy/
* OS: https://github.com/corona-warn-app (6/28/20)
* Other: Data Protection Impact Assessment: https://www.coronawarn.app/assets/documents/cwa-datenschutz-folgenabschaetzung.pdf
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Ghana

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; on website says “powered by Ministry of Communications in partnership with iQuent Technologies
and Ascend Digital Solutions”
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this;
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other:
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Iceland

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; The office of the Director of Public Health and the Civil Protection Department is behind
covid.is.Source: https://www.covid.is/app/en (6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: https://www.covid.is/app/privacystatement
* OS: https://github.com/aranja/rakning-c19-app
* Other:
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

India

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this;
* PP specific to app: https://static.mygov.in/rest/s3fs-public/mygov_159051645651307401.pdf
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other: Bug bounty programme: https://static.mygov.in/rest/s3fs-public/mygov_159057669351307401.pdf; data access knowledge protocol
https://static.mygov.in/rest/s3fs-public/mygov_159051652451307401.pdf; technical faqs
https://static.mygov.in/rest/s3fs-public/mygov_159056968451307401.pdf
* Date collected: July 17, 2020
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Iran

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; A team of professors, alumni and students of Sharif, Shahid Beheshti and Amirkabir Universities of
Technology and holders of the World Olympiad in Mathematics and Computer Olympiads have created a mask in collaboration with some of the best
specialists in medical sciences and virology. The production of the mask was voluntary and without commercial incentives. The World Health
Organization (WHO) guidelines and the experience of other countries have been used to control the prevalence of corona and reduce the number of
victims in mask making. Source: https://mask.ir/about_us.html (6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this
* Other: Site is in another language, unable to fully translate
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Ireland

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of advisory board specific to the app; able to find HSE board members:
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/board-members/
* PP specific to app: https://covidtracker.gov.ie/privacy-and-data/
* OS: https://github.com/HSEIreland/covid-tracker-app
* Other: Data Protection Impact Assessment. A DPIA is an important document that clearly and transparently defines what data the app uses and how
it protects that data in full compliance with GDPR. The DPIA for the Covid Tracker app has been finalised on the basis of feedback from the Attorney
General’s Office and from the Office of the Data Protection Commissioner. Download the DPIA; The Data Protection Information Notice (DPIN) or
privacy policy can be found here: https://github.com/HSEIreland/covidtracker-documentation/blob/master/documentation/privacy/DPINV1.1.mdown
(6/28/20)
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Israel

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; HaMagen was developed in a joint effort by developers from the Ministry of Health, commercial
companies, and volunteers from various organizations and the developer community in Israel. What security checks did this application pass? The
application was tested by several cyber and information security agencies, including staff from Israel National Cyber Directorate, specialists from the
commercial sector, and leading information security and cyber experts from the civil cyber and information security community in Israel. Security
checks included architectural checks, code reviews, and PT (breach checks). Adjustments were made according to the recommendations received,
and we are currently convinced that the application is sufficiently secure for use, adequately protected from attacks and malfunction, and capable of
providing user services in accordance with its purposes. Source: https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/hamagen-app/download-en/ (6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/hamagen-app/magen-privacy-en/
* OS: https://github.com/MohGovIL;
* Other:
* Date collected: July 17, 2020
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Italy

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this;
* PP specific to app: https://www.immuni.italia.it/pn.html
* OS: https://github.com/immuni-app/immuni-documentation; Italy has released its official COVID-19 contact-tracing app, which is built on the
framework developed by Apple and Google to track infections. (Source: Engadget)
* Other: List of what data “Immuni does not gather” https://www.immuni.italia.it/
* Date collected: July 17, 2020

Malaysia

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; MyTrace is developed through a strategic cooperation between Government agencies of Malaysia: Ministry of
Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI), National Security Council (NSC), Ministry of Health (MOH), Malaysian Administrative Modernisation and Management
Planning Unit (MAMPU), Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic Systems(MIMOS) and Malaysian Global Innovation and Creativity Centre (MaGIC); with the
International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) and Google. Source: https://www.mosti.gov.my/web/en/mytrace/#1588521061765-2930e986-9778 (7/2/20)
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this;
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other: Detailed usage manual and video: https://www.mosti.gov.my/web/en/mytrace/#1588521061765-2930e986-9778
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Mexico

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this;
* PP specific to app: http://covidradar.mx/aviso-de-privacidad/
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Netherlands

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; List of collaborators: Source: https://www.privatetracer.org/nieuws; PrivateTracer Foundation: At the moment, all
parties participate on a non-formal, idealistic, voluntary basis and that is the strength of this open source initiative. The PrivateTracer foundation and the partners in
the partnership are open to further elaboration of the governance and the partnership, based on the wishes of VWS; PrivateTracer is a public-private association of
parties based on free, ideally funded measures and informally responsible for non-profit Stichting PrivateTracer; The public private affiliate has been in the Hague,
UMCG, LUMC, Microsoft, NEN, YES! Delft, Milvum, Odyssey.org, Loyens & Loeff, Flitsmeister, Edelman, Software Improvement Group, Zerocopter, DP-3T,
Circularize, Poort8, Cybermundus, ConnectoRR, Dedico en ERAC.
* PP specific to app: Privacy by design tab on website.
* OS: https://gitlab.com/PrivateTracer
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020
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U.S. North
Dakota

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; Gov. Doug Burgum and the North Dakota Department of Health (NDDoH) in partnership with ProudCrowd, creators of
the popular Bison Tracker app, launched a free mobile app, Care19, to help slow the spread of COVID-19 in North Dakota. (Source:
https://www.health.nd.gov/news/north-dakota-launches-care19-app-combat-covid-19 6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this; Some references here: https://ndresponse.gov/covid-19-resources/covid-19-faqs?field_faq_category_target_id=47
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other: The Care19 Alert app uses the exposure notification technology jointly developed by Apple and Google for public health agencies to supplement their COVID-19
contact tracing efforts; https://ndresponse.gov/covid-19-resources/care19
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

North
Macedonia

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; StopKorona! is a mobile app developed by Nextsense as donation for the needs of the Ministry of Health. The app was
developed in cooperation with and support by the Ministry of Information Society and Administration. Source: FAQs https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/en
* PP specific to app: https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/privacy-policy/en
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this; Free Access for Other Countries: As our contribution to the fight against the global threat from COVID-19, we are open to supporting
other countries willing to adopt StopKorona! for FREE, subject to mutual agreement; Source: https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/en (6/28/20)
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Norway

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; The Norwegian Institute of Public Health and Simula have worked together to develop the Smittestopp app. Both
information security for the data and privacy for users have been a high priority during development. Source: https://helsenorge.no/coronavirus/smittestopp (7/2/20)
* PP specific to app: https://helsenorge.no/coronavirus/smittestopp#Privacy; https://www.fhi.no/en/id/infectious-diseases/coronavirus/use-of-smittestopp-privacy-policy/
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other: Anonymised data for research: https://helsenorge.no/coronavirus/smittestopp#Anonymised-data-for-research
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Poland

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; We have started working on an application that will allow you to control and stop the spread of coronavirus. It is prepared
by a group of Polish programmers. We want to know the views of others before implementing it. That is why we are making the source code available today.
* PP specific to app: Available in documents here: https://www.gov.pl/web/protegosafe/dokumenty
* OS: https://github.com/ProteGO-Safe
* Other: Data protection impact assessment: https://www.gov.pl/attachment/748bd66d-2345-4644-927b-299227ae74a3
* Date collected: July 18, 2020
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Qatar

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; The application is owned and managed by State of Qatar and the relevant government entities, and it is related to
the laws and regulations governing the e-government policies in force in Qatar, particularly Cabinet Resolution No. 18 of 2010 regarding the implementation of
e-government policies and Law No. 13 regarding privacy and protection of personal data. Source:
https://portal.www.gov.qa/wps/portal/media-center/news/news-details/todeterminecoronavirustransmissionchainsehterazappisnowavailablefordownload (6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this; There is mention of the app privacy policy here:
https://www.qatar-tribune.com/Latest-News/ArtMID/423/ArticleID/29605/ehteraz-app-doesn-t-violate-user-privacy-moph
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Singapore

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; TraceTogether is developed by the Ministry of Health and Government Technology Agency
(GovTech), in support of SGUnited. Source: https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360043504753-Who-built-TraceTogether(7/2/20)
* PP specific to app: https://www.tracetogether.gov.sg/common/privacystatement;
* OS: https://github.com/OpenTrace-community
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Switzerland

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this;
* PP specific to app:
https://www.bag.admin.ch/bag/en/home/krankheiten/ausbrueche-epidemien-pandemien/aktuelle-ausbrueche-epidemien/novel-cov/swisscovid-app
-und-contact-tracing/datenschutzerklaerung-nutzungsbedingungen.html
* OS: https://github.com/DP-3T/dp3t-app-android-ch
* Other: https://foph-coronavirus.ch/swisscovid-app/
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

Turkey

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; Hayat Eve Sığar Mobile Application, T.C. It is a mobile application developed by the Ministry of
Health to inform our citizens about the New Coronary Virus (Covid-19) and to minimize the risks associated with the epidemic disease that may
occur and prevent its spread; Source:
https://www.iletisim.gov.tr/english/haberler/detay/director-of-communications-altun-shares-a-post-on-pandemic-isolation-tracking-project (6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: Unable to find evidence of this;
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other: https://hayatevesigar.saglik.gov.tr/
* Date collected: July 18, 2020
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UAE

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; This privacy policy governs your use of the TraceCovid mobile app (“App”) created by the
Department of Health (DOH), UAE. Source: https://tracecovid.ae/privacy.html
* PP specific to app: https://tracecovid.ae/privacy.html
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

UK

* Advisory board: Yes: Ethics Advisory Board: “The use of technology will also give rise to questions relating to ethics, privacy and security, and it
is important that these are properly explored and addressed. That is why we have established an independent Ethics Advisory Board.
* The Chair and existing members, who are not remunerated, are working on recruiting new members to ensure appropriate diversity and
expertise. We have published the current membership of the Board together with the terms of reference; We have been consulting with: the
Information Commissioner, Members of the National Data Guardian’s Panel, the Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, representatives from
Understanding Patient Data, volunteers who provided a patient and public perspective; We have also established an ethics advisory board for the
app, chaired by Professor Sir Jonathan Montgomery from University College London who previously headed the Nuffield Council on Bioethics.
Their advice and expertise will be crucial to everything we do.https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/nhs-covid-19-app-explainer
* PP specific to app: https://covid19.nhs.uk/our-policies.html
* OS: https://github.com/nhsx/COVID-19-app-Documentation-BETA
* Other: Sources: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/nhs-covid-19-app-explainer, https://covid19.nhs.uk/isle-of-wight.html (this site has been
archived since the app was taken off the app market on June 18 2020), https://faq.covid19.nhs.uk/category/?id=CAT-01006 (May 2020, 7/12/20);
privacy impact assessment https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/2617676/ico-contact-tracing-recommendations.pdf
* Date collected: July 18, 2020

U.S. Utah

* Advisory board: Unable to find evidence of this; The Governor’s Office and the Utah Department of Health worked closely with a developer,
Twenty, to develop the Healthy Together app. Twenty repurposed its iOS and Android mobile application technology with existing user registration,
location data sharing, basic map visualization, user-to-user sharing, and alerts to deliver a solution in two parts through a mobile application and
an official portal to be used by public health. Twenty consulted with other technology experts and the state of Utah’s team during the development
process. The app was coded and created by the core Twenty team and approved by State of Utah leaders and health officials. Source:
https://coronavirus.utah.gov/healthy-together-app/ (6/28/20)
* PP specific to app: https://coronavirus-download.utah.gov/Health/HealthyTogether_PrivacyPolicy.pdf
* OS: Unable to find evidence of this;
* Other:
* Date collected: July 18, 2020
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Section 4:
App data comparisons
Section 4.1 - App permissions
We analyzed 28 apps available and
live for download on the Google Play
Store as of July 17, 2020; (17 of 28)
both mentioned use of approximate
and precise location information, (17
of 28) access bluetooth settings, (28
of 28) request full network access,
(26 of 28) view network connections,
(10 of 28) can read the contents of
your USB storage, (5 of 28) ask
permission to take pictures and
video.

Section 4.2 - App data deletion
Of 31 apps that we could access,
(21 of 31) apps we found referenced
to user app deletion, (2 of 31) apps
we found secondary reference but
no official documentation and (8 of
31) apps we did not find reference to
user app and data deletion.

Section 4.3 - App downloads
(Google Play Store only)
We analyzed 27 apps available and
live for download on the Google Play
Store as of July 17, 2020; (2 of 27)
listed 1,000+ installs, (3 of 27) listed
10,000+ installs, (4 of 27) listed
50,000+ installs, (7 of 27) listed
100,000+ installs, (2 of 27) listed
500,000+ installs, (6 of 27) listed
1,000,000+ installs, (2 of 27) listed
5,000,000+ installs, (1 of 27) listed
100,000,000+ installs.
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Sub-themes and findings:

4.1 App permissions
Key questions
●

What are the permissions required from the
user in order to use the app (based on
comparison of the permissions in the Google
Play Store)?

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

In this section, we looked at 28 apps that were available and live for download on the
Google Play Store (as of July 17, 2020).
○
1 app (UK) has been no longer available as of June 26, 2020.
○
2 apps (Iran, Netherlands) we were unable to find on Google Play Store
○
Therefore, we will be analyzing 27 (instead of 31) apps in this section
Location
○
(0 of 28) Approximate only
○
(5 of 28) Precise only
○
(17 of 28) Both mentioned Approximate and Precise
○
(6 of 28) Location was not referenced in the Google Play Store permissions
Access bluetooth settings
○
(17 of 28) Yes
○
(11 of 28) Not referenced in Google Play Store
Full network access
○
(28 of 28) Yes
○
(0 of 27) Not referenced in Google Play Store
View network connections
○
(26 of 28) Yes
○
(2 of 28) Not referenced in Google Play Store
Read the contents of your USB storage
○
(10 of 28) Yes
○
(18 of 28) Not referenced in Google Play Store
Take pictures and video
○
(5 of 28) Yes
○
(23 of 28) Not referenced in Google Play Store
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Countries
referenced

Note: Datagathered highlight whether there was some evidence of the theme for analysis and
comparison; we are not making a judgment or opinion on whether the design choices are good or bad.
We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

1.

Alberta, Canada

15.

Israel

2.

Australia

16.

Italy

3.

Austria

17.

Malaysia

4.

Bahrain

18.

Mexico

5.

Bulgaria

19.

U.S. North Dakota

6.

Canada

20.

North Macedonia

7.

Cyprus

21.

Norway

8.

Czech Republic

22.

Poland

9.

France

23.

Qatar

10.

Germany

24.

Singapore

11.

Ghana

25.

Switzerland

12.

Iceland

26.

Turkey

13.

India

27.

UAE

14.

Ireland

28.

U.S. Utah
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Countries not referenced
1.
2.
3.
4.

This is a work in progress. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can help
add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

China: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Iran: we were unable to find on Google Play Store
Netherlands: we were unable to find on Google Play Store
UK: has been no longer available as of June 26, 2020.
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We are not claiming these references are all inclusive
as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be
mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit,
or correct information, please let us know. Blank
boxes mean we did not find evidence of this in this
analysis.

Countries
referenced
Country / State and Link to
Google Play Store to view
permissions (7/16/20)

Alberta Canada
Australia

Location (Approximate or
precise)

Access bluetooth settings
OR
Pair with Bluetooth devices

Note: App information here were derived from Google Play App permissions ONLY. It is possible for every
country, there are other permissions that are not included in this analysis. We did not include Apple permissions as
this is not available on the App Store website. Location access with Android/Google may not reflect what is
required on iOS as Android/Google requires that apps requesting access to Bluetooth also obtain location
permission, as Bluetooth can be used to derive location information when combined with beacons in fixed
locations. (See: Source)

Full Network
Access

View Network
Connections

Precise

Both

X

Both

Both

X

Pair with

X

X

Both

X

X

X

X

Pair with

X

X

Austria
Bahrain

Both

Bulgaria

Precise

Canada

Read the contents of your USB
storage (e.g. photos, media, files)

X

Highlighting unique permissions on
Google Play

Add or modify calendar events and send
email to guests without owners'
knowledge

Cyprus

Both

Both

X

X

Czech Republic

Both

Both

X

X

France

Both

Both

X

X

X

take pictures and videos

Pair with

X

X

X

take pictures and videos

Germany

X
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We are not claiming these references are all inclusive
as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be
mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit,
or correct information, please let us know. Blank
boxes mean we did not find evidence of this in this
analysis.

Countries
referenced
Country / State and Link to
Google Play Store to view
permissions (7/16/20)

Location (Approximate or
precise?)

Access bluetooth settings
OR
Pair with Bluetooth devices

Note: App information here were derived from Google Play App permissions ONLY. It is possible for every
country, there are other permissions that are not included in this analysis. We did not include Apple permissions as
this is not available on the App Store website. Location access with Android/Google may not reflect what is
required on iOS as Android/Google requires that apps requesting access to Bluetooth also obtain location
permission, as Bluetooth can be used to derive location information when combined with beacons in fixed
locations. (See: Source)

Full Network Access

View Network Connections

Ghana

Both

X

X

Iceland

Both

X

X

India

Both

X

X

Pair with

X

X

Both

X

X

Pair with

X

X

Iran

Both

Italy
Malaysia

Both

Both

X

X

Mexico

Both

Both

X

X

Netherlands

X

Highlighting unique
permissions on Google
Play Store

read phone status and
identity
take pictures and videos

Unable to find mask.ir on Google Play Store. https://mask.ir/

Ireland
Israel

Both

Read the contents of your
USB storage (e.g. photos,
media, files)

Unable to find mask.ir on Google Play Store. https://gitlab.com/PrivateTracer

Control vibration

X

take pictures and videos
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Countries
referenced

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive
as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be
mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit,
or correct information, please let us know. Blank
boxes mean we did not find evidence of this in this
analysis.

Country / State and Link to
Google Play Store to view
permissions (7/16/20)

Location (Approximate or
precise?)

U.S. North Dakota

Both

North Macedonia

Both

Norway

Precise

Poland

Access bluetooth settings OR
Pair with Bluetooth devices

Note: App information here were derived from Google Play App permissions ONLY. It is possible for every
country, there are other permissions that are not included in this analysis. We did not include Apple permissions as
this is not available on the App Store website. Location access with Android/Google may not reflect what is
required on iOS as Android/Google requires that apps requesting access to Bluetooth also obtain location
permission, as Bluetooth can be used to derive location information when combined with beacons in fixed
locations. (See: Source)

Full Network
Access

View Network
Connections

X

X

Both

X

X

Both

X

X

Pair with

X

X

Read the contents of your USB
storage (e.g. photos, media, files)

Highlighting various unique
permissions on Google Play
Store

Prevent device from sleeping

Prevent device from sleeping

Qatar

Both

Both

X

X

X

read phone status and identity
disable your screen lock

Singapore

Both

Both

X

X

X

take pictures and videos

Pair with

X

X

Switzerland

prevent device from sleeping

Turkey

Both

Both

X

X

X

prevent device from sleeping

UAE

Both

Both

X

X

X

prevent device from sleeping

X

X

prevent device from sleeping

X

X

Control vibration
prevent device from sleeping

UK (No longer available as of
June 26, 2020)

U.S - Utah

Precise

Both
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Alberta, Canada

* Bluetooth enabled
* Location
* Push notifications
* Source: https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/abtracetogether/id1508213665 (6/28/20)
* Precise location (GPS and network-based)
* View wifi connections
* access Bluetooth settings
* pair with Bluetooth devices
* run at startup
* full network access
* Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ca.albertahealthservices.contacttracing&hl=en_CA (7/17/20)

Australia

* use the contacts captured by the app to support their usual contact tracing
* call people to let them or their parent/guardian know they may have been exposed
* Source: App screenshots and online documentation (7/2/20)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
approximate location (network-based)
receive data from Internet
access Bluetooth settings
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
* Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=au.gov.health.covidsafe&hl=en_US
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Austria

*Notifications
* Logging and notifications: your iphone can securely collect and share random IDs with nearby devices. The app can use these IDs to notify you if you may have
been exposed to COVID-19. The date, suration, and signal strength of an exposure will be shared with "StoppCorona"
* Source: Screenshots from iOS app download (7/2/20)
* Microphone. Because the participating smartphones emit a short, inaudible ultrasound tone during the manual handshake in order to determine the distance to
other devices.
* Location: Because the automatic handshake works via Bluetooth, which is allowed for Android devices via location sharing. Of course, your location data will not be
accessed. Devices in your environment are recognized during the automatic handshake via Bluetooth. For Android devices, you allow this Bluetooth function via
location sharing. Of course, your location data will not be queried or processed.
* Contacts. to be able to notify people if you are covid positive
* Source: Online documentation (7/12/20) https://noyb.eu/sites/default/files/2020-04/report_stopp_corona_app_english_v1.0_0.pdf
run at startup
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=at.roteskreuz.stopcorona&hl=en_US

Bahrain

* Location
* Alerts: covid developments, push recommendations issued by kingdom's health authorities
* Source: Google Play screenshots and online documentation (6/28/20)
retrieve running apps
read calendar events plus confidential information
add or modify calendar events and send email to guests without owners' knowledge
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
access extra location provider commands
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
access Bluetooth settings
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=bh.bahrain.corona.tracker&hl=en_US
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Bulgaria

Access to the internet
Access to your location
Run at startup
Network access
Source: https://github.com/scalefocus/virusafe-android/blob/develop/Permission-Scope.md (6/28/20)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
receive data from Internet
view network connections
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=bg.government.virusafe&hl=en_US

Cyprus

* GPS/location
* User location information in the form of Time-stamped data in five minute intervals is collected. The user may switch on and off the app’s logging by selecting the
Start/Stop Logging option in the app. location may be determined by: GPS, Device Sensor data, IP address Wi-Fi access points, Bluetooth and
cell towers.
* Source: https://covid-19.rise.org.cy/RISE_CovTracer_Privacy_Policy_EN.pdf (6/28/20)
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
view Wi-Fi connections
precise location (GPS and network-based)
access extra location provider commands
approximate location (network-based)
receive data from Internet
Google Play license check
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
toggle sync on and off
create accounts and set passwords
read sync settings
access Bluetooth settings
view network connections
full network access
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.rise.ihnilatis&hl=en_US
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Canada

view Wi-Fi connections
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ca.gc.hcsc.canada.stopcovid
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Czech Republic

* bluetooth
* The eRouška application does not collect and store data from GPS, but the Android operating system also includes some Bluetooth LE (LE = low energy) services
under positioning, which the eRouška needs for its operation. Therefore, the user's consent to the application's access to location data is required. In iOS, this
consent is not required.
* Source: https://erouska.cz/en/gdpr (6/28/20)
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
access Bluetooth settings
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cz.covid19cz.erouska&hl=en_US

France

* Camera - to scan the QR code
* Location: For phones running Android, it is not possible to activate bluetooth without activating positioning. However, the StopCovid application does not use this
functionality at any time and only works with bluetooth. It is therefore impossible for StopCovid to geolocate users. All the data exchanged and stored in the
StopCovid application are described in the application's confidentiality section.
* Bluetooth
* View network connections
* Notifications
* Source: Screenshots and online documentation from https://www.economie.gouv.fr/stopcovid-faq# (7/2/20)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
approximate location (network-based)
take pictures and videos
access Bluetooth settings
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.gouv.android.stopcovid&hl=en_US
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Germany

* Camera
* Bluetooth
* View network connections
* Prevent device from sleeping
* Full network access
* Run at startup
* Source: Google play permissions (7/4/20)

take pictures and videos
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.rki.coronawarnapp

Ghana

* Location
* Bluetooth
* This App will need you to turn on and allow the App access to the Bluetooth and GPS location services on your device. This App shall not function properly and
accurately if Bluetooth and GPS services are turned off or if the App’s access to Bluetooth and GPS services is revoked on the device on which this App is installed.
* Source: Downloading the app, screenshots (7/2/20)
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
view Wi-Fi connections
view network connections
full network access
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.moc.gh&hl=en
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Iceland

approximate location (network-based)
access extra location provider commands
precise location (GPS and network-based)
read phone status and identity
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
read phone status and identity
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
receive data from Internet
view network connections
prevent device from sleeping
create accounts and set passwords
run at startup
toggle sync on and off
draw over other apps
read sync settings
full network access
read Google service configuration
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=is.landlaeknir.rakning

India

* bluetooth
* GPS
* location sharing to always: Aarogya Setu stores location data and requires constant access to the phone's Bluetooth which, experts say, makes it invasive from a
security and privacy viewpoint.
* Source: Online documentation and app store screenshots (6/28/20)
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
take pictures and videos
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
access Bluetooth settings
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nic.goi.aarogyasetu
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Iran

* location
* Source: Twitter (6/28/20) https://twitter.com/MaskApplication/status/1241286627252633601
https://cafebazaar.ir/app/ir.covidapp.android

Ireland

view Wi-Fi connections
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
full network access
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.covidtracker.hse

Israel

* location. Location history of last two weeks only (dates, times, and places) according to the tracking services (and currently – not applicable to dates before you
have installed the application).
* History of wireless networks (WIFI) that you came across in the last two weeks only.
* Cross-references of locations with diagnosed patients (if any) – in the last two weeks only.
* Note: Everything is stored in the memory of your phone and is not forwarded.
* Source: Screenshots and online documentation (6/28/20)
retrieve running apps
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
access extra location provider commands
view Wi-Fi connections
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
access Bluetooth settings
change network connectivity
connect and disconnect from Wi-Fi
full network access
run at startup
control vibration
prevent device from sleeping
Google Play license check
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hamagen
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Italy

* Enable COVID-19 Exposure Logging and Notifications
* Enable Bluetooth
* Enable notifications
* Source: Screenshots (6/28/20)
run at startup
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
full network access
prevent device from sleeping

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.ministerodellasalute.immuni
Malaysia

* bluetooth
* location
* battery optimization
* Source: Screenshots gathered (6/28/20) https://www.mosti.gov.my/web/en/mytrace/#1588521061765-2930e986-9778
retrieve running apps
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
access Bluetooth settings
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=my.gov.onegovappstore.mytrace&hl=en_US
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Mexico

* Location
* Notifications
* Bluetooth
* Source: Screenshots from app download (7/2/20)
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
retrieve running apps
take pictures and videos
view Wi-Fi connections
receive data from the Internet
access Bluetooth settings
pair with Bluetooth devices
view network connections
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
run at startup
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mx.covidradar.radar&pageId=none

Netherlands

Unable to find app on Google Play Store
The Dutch government has abandoned its initial attempt to commission a Covid-19 contact tracing app after the final seven designs were dismissed as inadequate
on privacy grounds: https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/netherlands-abandons-initial-plan-to-develop-covid-19-tracing-app-1.4236355

U.S. - North
Dakota

approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
receive data from Internet
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
view network connections
run at startup
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.proudcrowd.care&hl=en_US
Extra notes:
* GPS. Does it show infected people? NO! The map does not show infected people. In fact, it doesn’t show people at all. The map displays a dot on each city
where someone is using the Care19 app. The size of the dot is proportional to the number of users in that city. The purpose of the map is to help build community. It
enables people to see how their friends and fellow citizens across the state are pitching in to help the fight against COVID-19
* Source: https://ndresponse.gov/node/5748
* The map represents cities where people are using the Care19 app. The size of the dot reflects how many people. The map does NOT display individual people,
nor does it display anything about positive cases.
* Source: https://ndresponse.gov/node/5751
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North Macedonia

* Approximate location (network-based)
* Precise location (GPS and network-based)
* Receive data from internet
* View network connections
* Pair with Bluetooth devices
* Access Bluetooth settings
* Full network access
* Prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mk.gov.koronavirus.stop

Norway

* bluetooth
* location: https://helsenorge.no/SiteCollectionDocuments/korona/smittestopp-explainer-engelsk-2020-04-24.pdf
* The data about where you have been are recorded from Location Services and Bluetooth by the Smittestopp app: https://helsenorge.no/coronavirus/smittestopp
* Precise location (GPS and network)
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
view network connections
access Bluetooth settings
full network access
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=no.simula.smittestopp

Poland

* "exposure logging"
* notifications
* Source: Screenshots, app download
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
full network access
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.gov.mc.protegosafe&hl=en_US
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Qatar

* bluetooth
* notifications
* location
* Source: iOS app screenshots (6/28/20)
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
directly call phone numbers
read phone status and identity
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
read phone status and identity
receive data from Internet
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
access Bluetooth settings
disable your screen lock
full network access
run at startup
draw over other apps
prevent device from sleeping

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.moi.covid19&hl=en_US
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Singapore

* bluetooth
* notifications
* Source: Screenshots on “How does it work?” documentation (6/28/20):
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.straitstimes.com%2Ftech%2Fsingapore-app-allows-for-faster-contact-tracing&psig=AOvVaw2ICWe-O
1PdaIiLebOKjwlP&ust=1591709524377000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJiXs5mq8ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAQ (6/28/20)
* We only ask for location permission on Android devices, not on iOS devices. This is because Android/Google requires that apps requesting access to Bluetooth
also obtain location permission, as Bluetooth can be used to derive location information when combined with beacons in fixed locations.
For more information, please see: https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/connectivity/bluetooth
In short, we do ask for location permissions because we need Bluetooth permissions. But TraceTogether does not collect or use location data on Android
* Source: https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360043224854-Why-does-TraceTogether-need-Location-Permission-on-Androidread the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
precise location (GPS and network-based)
approximate location (network-based)
take pictures and videos
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
receive data from Internet
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
prevent device from sleeping
access Bluetooth settings
view network connections
control vibration
full network access
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sg.gov.tech.bluetrace&hl=en_US

Switzerland

* VIew network connections
* Pair with bluetooth devices
* Full network access
* Run at startup
* Prevent device from sleeping
* Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ch.admin.bag.dp3t&hl=en_US
* Exposure logging and notifications
* Source: Screenshots (6/28/20)
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Turkey

read your contacts
take pictures and videos
read the contents of your USB storage
modify or delete the contents of your USB storage
approximate location (network-based)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
view Wi-Fi connections
receive data from Internet
full network access
access Bluetooth settings
read Google service configuration
run at startup
view network connections
pair with Bluetooth devices
prevent device from sleeping
* Source: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tr.gov.saglik.hayatevesigar&hl=en_US

UAE

* Notifications
* Bluetooth
* Location for Android. Android devices require the location permission to be granted in order for the TraceCovid app to access Bluetooth features.
* Source: Screenshots on Youtube and App stores (6/28/20)
* Approximate location (network-based)
* Precise location (GPS and network-based)
* Read the contents of your USB storage)
* receive data from Internet
* view network connections
* pair with Bluetooth devices
* access Bluetooth settings
* full network access
* run at startup
* prevent device from sleeping
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ae.tracecovid.app&hl=en_US
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UK

* Notifications
* Bluetooth
* Source: screenshots
* receive data from Internet
* full network access
* prevent device from sleeping
* view network connections
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.nhs.nhsx.colocate

U.S. - Utah

* Location
* Notifications
* Access contacts
* Bluetooth
* Source: Screenshots from app download (6/28/20)
precise location (GPS and network-based)
view Wi-Fi connections
receive data from Internet
pair with Bluetooth devices
run at startup
view network connections
access Bluetooth settings
prevent device from sleeping
control vibration
full network access
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.twenty.stop.spread
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4.2: App data deletion
●
●

Does the app delete data?
If, yes what are the rules? After how many days?
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4.3 App data deletion
Key questions
●

Does the app delete data?
○
If, yes what has been referenced?
○
How many days, if any were
referenced in accordance with data
deletion rules?

Sub-themes and findings:
●

In this section, we looked at 31 total apps
○
(23 of 31) apps we found reference to user app deletion
○
(8 of 31) apps we did not find a reference to user app and
data deletion
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Countries
referenced

Note: Data gathered highlight whether there was some evidence of the theme for analysis and
comparison; we are not making a judgment or opinion on whether the design choices are good or bad.
We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

1.

Alberta, Canada

17.

Italy

2.

Australia

18.

Malaysia

3.

Austria

19.

Mexico

4.

Bahrain

20.

Netherlands

5.

Bulgaria

21.

U.S. North Dakota

6.

Canada

22.

North Macedonia

7.

Cyprus

23.

Norway

8.

Czech Republic

24.

Poland

9.

France

25.

Qatar

10.

Germany

26.

Singapore

11.

Ghana

27.

Switzerland

12.

Iceland

28.

Turkey

13.

India

29.

UAE

14.

Iran

30.

UK

15.

Ireland

31.

U.S. Utah

16.

Israel
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Countries not referenced
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

This is a work in progress. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can help
add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Bahrain: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Bulgaria: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
China: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Ghana: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Malaysia: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Mexico: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Qatar: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
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App data deletion

A blank field means we were unable to find reference to this. We are not claiming these references are
all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that
may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can
help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

Reference

Number of days
referenced

Alberta Canada

X

The ABTraceTogether Applications maintains user contact logs for 21 days on a user’s phone & Alberta Health Services
maintains contact logs used for contact tracing uploaded from contacted users for 21 days. Source

21 days

Australia

X

Uninstalling COVIDSafe will not automatically delete any information already uploaded to the data store, or any of your contact
data stored on another user’s device in the last 21 days, which could still be uploaded to the data store and used for contact
tracing purposes. If you wish any of your contact data uploaded to the data store to be deleted you can expressly ask us to
delete your information. Source

21 days

Austria

X

* We delete or anonymize your personal data as soon as it is no longer required for the purposes for which we collected or
used it. You can delete the data stored locally on your device (token) by uninstalling or deleting the Stop Corona app. Metadata
saved by Uepaa AG (see point 5.3.3) are automatically deleted after 14 days. Data on the device for digital handshake with
intensive contacts is deleted in the device after 7 days.
* As soon as a sick report has been submitted, your data will be kept for 30 days after the report has been submitted. If it is
necessary to clarify illegal or abusive use of the app or for legal prosecution and there are specific indications of illegal or
abusive behavior, your data will be stored for a period of up to three years after the sick report has been submitted.
* Otherwise we delete all personal data after the epidemic Source

Various

Bahrain

Unable to find this detail.

Bulgaria

Unable to find this detail. May be located in terms of use but unable to translate.

Canada

China

X

The app as a whole will be shut down within 30 days of a declaration by the Chief Public Health Officer of Canada that the
pandemic is over. As well, individuals can delete the app at any time. Finally, the TEKs on the device delete after 14 days. In
other words, all the information in this app's ecosystem is designed to be kept for the shortest time period necessary to
achieve the specific need that information is for.
Unable to find this detail.

Various
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App data deletion

A blank field means we were unable to find reference to this. We are not claiming these references are
all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that
may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can
help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

References

Number of days
referenced

Cyprus

X

* Request for erasure: this enables you to request the deletion of the personal data we hold about you.
* We will endeavor to respond to any request as soon as possible and no longer than 30 days from the receipt of the request.
In case where we will not be able to respond to your request within the aforementioned time period or in case your request is
rejected, we will inform you accordingly explaining the reasons for any delay or for rejecting your request. All rights can be
exercised free of charge. Source: https://covid-19.rise.org.cy/RISE_CovTracer_Privacy_Policy_EN.pdf

30 days

Czech Republic

X

* Each application stores your encounter history of the last 30 days, and the user may delete their history whenever.
* Source: https://erouska.cz/en/gdpr

30 days

France

* Unable to find source to validate this.
* "The French app would only use bluetooth and not geolocation, Cedric O said, and would not track a user’s movements. The
data would be anonymous and deleted after a certain period."
* Source:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-france-apps/france-working-on-stopcovid-contact-tracing-app-ministerssay-idUSKBN21Q1D3
* After initial privacy concerns, the government has stressed that using the app is entirely voluntary; data can be deleted from
the server by the user at any point; and it can also be de-activated by the user.
* Source:
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/france-coronavirus-restrictions-ease-restaurants-schools-covid-19-contract-tracing-app-rolledout/

Germany

Ghana

X

* At any point in time, you can deactivate the COVID-19 Exposure Notifications feature either in the app itself or in your
device's settings, and of course you can always uninstall the app completely.
* Source: https://www.coronawarn.app/en/faq/#have_to_use
* The way de-installation is handled can change without further notice or any changes to the Corona-Warn-App itself. Hence,
please use this means only as a last resort in error resolution.
* https://www.coronawarn.app/en/faq/#delete_random_ids
Unable to find this detail
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App data deletion

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many
resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that may
not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not
reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let
us know.

Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

App deletion referenced

Number of days
referenced

Iceland

X

After the app is installed, it works in the background and saves the location of the phone several times an hour. This data is
only stored on the phone itself and not accessible to anyone. Only data that has been stored for the past 14 days and older
data is deleted.
* Removing the app from your phone will stop working and no locations will be saved to your phone.
* Source: https://www.covid.is/app/is

14 days

India

X

* Contact, location and self assessment data of an individual that has been collected by NIC shall not be retained beyond the
period necessary to satisfy the purpose for which it is obtained which, unless a specific recommendation to this effect is made
in the review under Para 10 of this Protocol, shall not ordinarily extend beyond 180 days from the date on which it is collected,
after which such data shall be permanently deleted
* Source: https://static.mygov.in/rest/s3fs-public/mygov_159051652451307401.pdf

180 days

Iran

Ireland

* The information stored in your mask is used only to combat corona in Iran, and the mask does not even allow you to use
your unidentified information for scientific purposes. Mask will try to delete your information as soon as possible in order to use
it in the fight against corona. It should be noted that only the data that you enter in the "Daily Health Information Input" section
will be shared with the Ministry of Health so that the Ministry of Health can provide you with better services by attaching them
to your electronic health record. Also, if a legal order is issued by the judicial authorities, the mask will be obliged to present
your information to the court
* Source: https://mask.ir/privacy.html
X

* There are different treatments of data deletion.
* See data retention table:
https://github.com/HSEIreland/covidtracker-documentation/blob/master/documentation/privacy/Data%20Protection%20Impact
%20Assessment%20for%20the%20COVID%20Tracker%20App%20-%2026.06.2020.pdf
* (Sex, age, county, town), 1 day after
* (COVID-19 symptoms), 28 days, or until the user removes it by selecting the Leave function; or uninstalling the app
* (Mobile number), automatically removed as soon as the SMS is sent, the date and code are removed automatically as soon
as the SMS is sent.

Various
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App data deletion

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many
resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that may
not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not
reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let
us know.

Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

App deletion referenced

Number of days
referenced

Israel

X

* The rest of the raw information that will be shared with the Ministry of Health and not used for epidemiological investigations
will be deleted within 30 days from the date of sharing with the Ministry of Health, including from the logs and from any
stations that this information passed through on its way to the Ministry of Health. During this period, the Ministry of Health may
use this data for bettering the information and for improving technological capacities for identifying Coronavirus contamination
points. https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/hamagen-app/magen-privacy-en/

Various

* The Ministry of Health may change the Terms of Use and/or the Privacy Declaration, and any such change will be
announced through a notification to the device on which the app is installed and a consent request. Users who do not agree
with any such changes may uninstall the app. Upon removing the app, the information stored on the device will be deleted.
https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/hamagen-app/terms-and-conditions-of-use-en/
Italy

X

In addition, all recorded contact logs must be deleted once the health emergency is over or by Dec. 31 at the latest. Source:
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-italy-app/italy-launches-covid-19-contact-tracing-app-amid-privacy-conc
erns-idUSKBN2383EW

Malaysia

Unable to find this detail.

Mexico

Unable to find this detail.

Netherlands

X

* Only minimal data and metadata necessary for the application purpose may be stored. This requirement prohibits the central
collection of any data that is not specific to a contact between people and its duration.
* If additional data such as location information are recorded locally on the phones, users must not be forced or tempted to
pass this data on to third parties or even publish it. Data that is no longer needed must be deleted. Sensitive data must also be
securely encrypted locally on the phone. Source: https://www.privatetracer.org/privacy-by-design (Resource was translated by
Google translate)
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App data deletion

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many
resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that may
not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not
reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let
us know.

Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

App deletion referenced

Number of days
referenced

U.S. North Dakota

X

Q: If I change my mind, can I uninstall Care19 and delete all data that it collected?
A: Yes, this application works like any other application and may be deleted at any time from your device. In addition, you have
the ability through the “About Screen” in the application to delete all data that has been collected from your use of the
application as well as see the data that has been collected. This application adheres to all rules outlined in the California
Consumer Privacy Act. Source: https://covid.sd.gov/care19app.aspx

North Macedonia

X

YOU HAVE COMPLETE CONTROL OVER YOUR DATA AND MAY WITHDRAW YOUR CONSENT AT ANY GIVEN TIME You
may, at any given time, withdraw your consent for storing your mobile telephone number, by opening the drop-down menu in
the upper right corner in the app and selecting the option Delete Data. After you have performed this activity, the app will
display a notification with the following message: “All sent registration data and information will be deleted. CANCEL /
DELETE”, whereby you will be given the opportunity to choose between CANCEL and DELETE. If you choose DELETE, your
mobile telephone number will be permanently deleted from our server. Moreover, all data stored in your app, data you have
already sent and anonymous codes for your app in other apps that have been nearby will be permanently deleted from our
server. Source: https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/privacy-policy/en

Norway

X

* The data about where you have been are recorded from Location Services and Bluetooth by the Smittestopp app. These
data are deleted after 30 days. While the Smittestopp app is in use, data from the last 30 days are constantly recorded and
older data are deleted. You can delete your personal information at any time by using the delete functionality in the app, or you
can delete the app. You can also choose whether to turn the logging features on or off. Source:
https://helsenorge.no/coronavirus/smittestopp

30 days

Poland

X

Access to Information. We do not collect any personal information. We maintain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards to protect any non-personal information from accidental, unlawful, or unauthorised destruction, loss,
alteration, access, disclosure, or use and other unlawful forms of processing. All non-personal information is deleted after 14
days.
Although anonymous, you can request access, and delete your non-personal information (Random numerical identifiers).
Please email info@protegoapp.org for this. Source: https://www.protegoapp.org/privacy-policy

14 days
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App data deletion
Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

Qatar

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many
resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that may
not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not
reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let
us know.

App deletion referenced

Unable to find this detail.

Singapore

X

Also, the Bluetooth information stored on the phones after 25 days is automatically deleted. The app will cease functionality at
the end of the outbreak.
* Source: https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360043543473-How-does-TraceTogether-work* You may request for your identification data to be deleted on our servers
You may request for your identification data to be deleted on our servers, unless your proximity data has already been
uploaded as a confirmed case.
* You can do so by emailing support@tracetogether.gov.sg with the mobile number you registered in the app.
* We will then delete your mobile number, identification details and User ID from our server. This renders meaningless all data
that your phone has exchanged with other phones, because that data will no longer be associated with you.
* https://www.tracetogether.gov.sg/common/privacystatement

Switzerland

X

Data about other users recorded by your mobile phone is only saved locally on the device. Neither the mobile phone nor the
SwissCovid app sends any personal or location data to a central storage location or server. This means that no one can work
out who you have been in contact with or where that contact took place. Once the coronavirus crisis is over, or if the app
proves to be ineffective, the system will be shut down.
https://www.bag.admin.ch/bag/en/home/krankheiten/ausbrueche-epidemien-pandemien/aktuelle-ausbrueche-epidemien/novel
-cov/swisscovid-app-und-contact-tracing.html#-1601404801

Turkey
UAE

Number of days
referenced

25 days

Unable to find this detail.
X

* What happens when I uninstall TraceCovid?
Once TraceCovid is uninstalled, all records and Secure Tracing Identifier (STI) data will be deleted.
* Source: https://tracecovid.ae/
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App data deletion

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many
resources that can help give a better picture of these categories that may
not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you have that is not
reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let
us know.

Country / State and Link to Google Play
Store to view permissions (7/16/20)

Found evidence of data
deletion

App deletion referenced

Number of days
referenced

UK (No longer available as of June 26,
2020)

X

* The app on your phone will keep a log of anonymous contact data for a maximum of 28 days. After 28 days, this information
will be deleted.
* Source: https://covid19.nhs.uk/privacy-and-data/how-we-use-your-data.html

28 days

* You can delete the app and all of its data whenever you want. We’ll always comply with the law around the use of your data.
* If you delete your NHS Covid-19 App or We end your right to use the NHS Covid-19 App:
* Any personal data we hold about you will be dealt with in accordance with our Privacy Notice, available via the link under
clause 2.4 of these terms of use
* All rights granted to you under these terms of use shall automatically cease without further notice
* We will cease providing you with access to the NHS Covid-19 App and Services
* You will always be able to delete the NHS COVID-19 app and all associated data whenever you want. We will always comply
with the law around the use of your data, including the Data Protection Act and will explain how we intend to use it. The data
will only ever be used for NHS care, management, evaluation and research.
* Data you share with the NHS, either proactively or as part of requesting a test, may be retained and used in the future for
research that is in the public interest. The NHS may also use this for planning and delivering services. We’ll always comply
with the law around the use of data, including the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act
2018.
* Some smartphone’s operating systems may retain some information after the app is deleted, in line with how they work for
all apps.
* Source: https://faq.covid19.nhs.uk/article/KA-01027/en-us
U.S - Utah

X

All symptom data is automatically de-identified after 30-days.
All location data is automatically deleted after 30-days.
* You can fully delete your data at any time. Location data will automatically be deleted after 30 days. Symptom data will be
automatically de-identified after 30 days.
* Source: https://coronavirus.utah.gov/healthy-together-app/

30 days
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4.3 App downloads
(Google Play only)
Key questions
●
●
●

How many Google Play Store app installs
does each app have?
What privacy policy does the app reference?
Disclaimer: The numbers are likely higher
given that we are only looking at Android
devices through Google Play and not Apple
iOS store.

Sub-themes and findings:
●

●

In this section, we looked at 27 apps that were available and live for download on
the Google Play Store (as of July 17, 2020).
○
1 app (UK) has been no longer available as of June 26, 2020.
○
2 apps (Iran, Netherlands) we were unable to find on Google Play Store
○
Therefore, we will be analyzing 27 (instead of 30) apps in this section
App downloads listed at the following thresholds:
○
(2 of 28) 1,000+ (Cyprus, Ghana)
○
(3 of 28) 10,000+ (Bulgaria, Mexico, U.S. - Utah)
○
(4 of 28) 50,000+ (Alberta Canada, Iceland, U.S. - North Dakota, North
Macedonia)
○
(8 of 28) 100,000+ (Austria, Bahrain, Czech Republic, Malaysia,
Norway, Poland, UAE)
○
(2 of 28) 500,000+ (Ireland, Switzerland)
○
(6 of 28) 1,000,000+ (Australia, France, Israel, Italy, Qatar, Singapore)
○
(2 of 28) 5,000,000+ (Germany, Turkey)
○
(1 of 28) 100,000,000+ (India)
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Countries
referenced

Note: Data gathered highlight whether there was some evidence of the theme for analysis and
comparison; we are not making a judgment or opinion on whether the design choices are good or bad.
We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources that can help give a
better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in this study. If there is information you
have that is not reflected here that can help add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

1.

Alberta, Canada

15.

Israel

2.

Australia

16.

Italy

3.

Austria

17.

Malaysia

4.

Bahrain

18.

Mexico

5.

Bulgaria

19.

U.S. North Dakota

6.

Canada

20.

North Macedonia

7.

Cyprus

21.

Norway

8.

Czech Republic

22.

Poland

9.

France

23.

Qatar

10.

Germany

24.

Singapore

11.

Ghana

25.

Switzerland

12.

Iceland

26.

Turkey

13.

India

27.

UAE

14.

Ireland

28.

U.S. Utah
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Countries not referenced
1.
2.
3.
4.

This is a work in progress. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can help
add, edit, or correct information, please let us know.

China: Unable to find public information or evidence on any of these categories.
Iran: we were unable to find on Google Play Store
Netherlands: we were unable to find on Google Play Store
UK: has been no longer available as of June 26, 2020.
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Countries
referenced
(A)
Country / State
and Link to
Google Play
Store
* = Notes app
is mandatory

(B)
Number of app
installs on Google
Play
(Viewed 7/16/20)

We are not claiming these references are all inclusive as there are many resources
that can help give a better picture of these categories that may not be mentioned in
this study. If there is information you have that is not reflected here that can help add,
edit, or correct information, please let us know.

Sources referenced:
(Col C) Population (US): https://datacommons.org/place/geoId/25
(Col C) Population (Non-US):https://datacommons.org/place/geoId/25
(Col D) Android device % by country (Android): https://deviceatlas.com/
For the countries not available on that site, we assumed a 50% Android spread.
We indicate those countries with *. These are approximations, not exact figures.
(Col F + G) Apple App Store website
(Col B + H) Google Play store website

(C)
Number of app
installs on Google
Play
(Viewed 11/3/20)

(D)
Population
(2019)

(E) %
Android
Spread by
Country /
State

(F)
Estimated
Percentag
e of
Android
Adoption

(G)
Current
version

(H)
Original date
deployed in first
version (App
Store)

(J)
Last updated
(Google Play
Store)

(K)
Privacy Policy referenced

Alberta Canada 50,000+

100,000+

4.371
million

50%*

2.3%

1.2.0

May 1, 2020

June 17, 2020

https://alberta.ca/ABTraceTogetherPriva
cy

Australia

1,000,000+

1,000,000+

24.99
million

40%

10.0%

1.0.33

April 26, 2020

July 24, 2020

https://www.health.gov.au/using-our-we
bsites/privacy

Austria

100,000+

100,000+

8.859
million

65%

1.7%

2.0.3.10 March 27, 2020 June 28, 2020
57-QA_
245

https://www.roteskreuz.at/site/faq-app-st
opp-corona/datenschutzinformation-zurstopp-corona-app/

Bahrain*

100,000+

100,000+

1.569
million

50%*

12.7%

0.1.9

March 28, 2020 July 5, 2020

https://bahrain.bh/wps/portal/TermsCon
ditions_en

Bulgaria

10,000+

10,000+

7 million

74%

0.2%

1.0.3

April 6, 2020

May 27, 2020

https://virusafe.io/information/terms-of-u
se.html

Canada

100,000+

1,000,000+

37.59
million

42%

0.6%

1.0.2

July 30, 2020

July 30, 2020

https://digital.canada.ca/exposure-notific
ation-app-privacy-policy/

Cyprus

1,000+

1,000+

1.17 million

50%*

0.2%

2.0.2

May 15, 2020

June 11, 2020

http://covid-19.rise.org.cy/en/privacy/

1,000,000+

10.69
million

65%

1.4%

1.0.437

May 3, 2020

May 22, 2020

https://erouska.cz/gdpr

Czech Republic 100,000+
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Countries
referenced
(A)
Country / State and
Link to Google Play
Store
* = Notes app is
mandatory

(B)
Number of app
installs on
Google Play
(Viewed
7/16/20)

(C)
Number of app
installs on
Google Play
(Viewed
11/3/20)

(D)
Population
(2019)

France

1,000,000+

1,000,000+

Germany

5,000,000+

Ghana

(E) %
Android
Spread by
Country /
State

(F)
(G)
Estimated Current
Percentage version
of Android
Adoption

(H)
Original date
deployed in first
version (App
Store)

(J)
Last updated
(Google Play
Store)

(K)
Privacy Policy referenced

66.99 million 58%

2.6%

1.1.0

June 2, 2020

June 26, 2020

https://bonjour.stopcovid.gouv.fr/privacy.h
tml

10,000,000+

83.02 million 67%

9.0%

1.0.5

June 15, 2020

July 7, 2020

https://www.coronawarn.app/assets/docu
ments/cwa-privacy-notice-de.pdf

1,000+

5,000+

29.77 million 83%

0.0%

1.0.3

Unknown

May 8, 2020

http://www.dataprotection.org.gh/privacypolicy

Iceland

50,000+

100,000+

364,134

50%*

27.5%

2.1.1

April 2, 2020

July 14, 2020

https://www.covid.is/app/privacystatement

India*

100,000,000+

100,000,000+

1.353 billion

91%

8.1%

1.4.1

April 2, 2020

July 8, 2020

https://web.swaraksha.gov.in/ncv19/privacy/

Iran

Unable to find app on Google Play Store

Ireland

500,000+

500,000+

4.904 million

57%

17.9%

1.0.1.44

July 6, 2020

July 17, 2020

http://covidtracker.ie/privacy-and-data

Israel

1,000,000+

1,000,000+

8.884 million

66%

17.1%

1.4.7

March 22, 2020

June 16, 2020

https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/ham
agen-app/Privacy-policy-EN

Italy

1,000,000+

5,000,000+

60.36 million

67%

2.5%

1.3.0

June 1, 2020

July 10, 2020

https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/ham
agen-app/Privacy-policy-EN
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Countries
referenced
(A)
Country / State and
Link to Google Play
Store
* = Notes app is
mandatory

(B)
Number of app
installs on
Google Play
(Viewed
7/16/20)

(C)
Number of app
installs on
Google Play
(Viewed
11/3/20)

(D)
Population
(2019)

(E) %
Android
Spread by
Country /
State

(F)
(G)
Estimated Current
Percentage version
of Android
Adoption

(H)
Original date
deployed in first
version (App
Store)

(J)
Last updated
(Google Play
Store)

(K)
Privacy Policy referenced

Malaysia

100,000+

100,000+

31.53 million

76%

0.4%

1.0.30

Unknown (No
April 26, 2020
App Store
version with date)

https://www.mosti.gov.my/web/dasar-privasi/

Mexico

10,000+

50,000+

126.2 million

67%

0.0%

1.0.2

April 19, 2020

May 2, 2020

http://covidradar.mx/avisoprivacidad.html

Netherlands

Unable to find app on Google Play Store

U.S. North Dakota

50,000+

50,000+

762,062

33% (USA)

19.9%

3.1

April 7, 2020

June 26, 2020 https://care19.app/privacy

North Macedonia

50,000+

50,000+

2.077 million

50%*

4.8%

1.1.0

April 12, 2020

May 7, 2020

Norway

100,000+

100,000+

5.433 million

49%

3.8%

1.3.0

Unable to access June 8, 2020
App store first
version date

https://www.fhi.no/om/fhi/nedlasting-og-bruk-avsmittestopp/

Poland

100,000+

1,000,000+

37.97 million

70%

0.4%

4.2.2

April 30, 2020

July 14, 2020

https://www.gov.pl/web/protegosafe/dokumenty

Qatar*

1,000,000+

1,000,000+

2.782 million 62%

58.0%

8.0.4

April 25, 2020

July 2, 2020

https://moi.gov.qa/

https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/privacy/en
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Countries
referenced
(A)
Country / State and
Link to Google Play
Store
* = Notes app is
mandatory

(B)
Number of app
installs on
Google Play
(Viewed
7/16/20)

(C)
Number of app
installs on
Google Play
(Viewed
11/3/20)

(D)
Population
(2019)

Singapore

1,000,000+

1,000,000+

Switzerland

500,000+

Turkey*

(E) %
Android
Spread by
Country /
State

(F)
(G)
Estimated Current
Percentage version
of Android
Adoption

(H)
Original date
deployed in first
version (App
Store)

(J)
Last updated
(Google Play
Store)

(K)
Privacy Policy referenced

5.639 million 55%

32.2%

2.1.4

March 18, 2020

July 7, 2020

http://www.tracetogether.gov.sg/common/privac
ystatement

500,000+

8.57 million

50%

11.7%

1.0.5

Unable to access June 20, 2020 https://www.bag.admin.ch/swisscovid-datensch
App store first
utzerklaerung-und-nutzungsbedingungen
version date

5,000,000+

10,000,000+

82 million

71%

8.6%

2.0.9

April 14, 2020

June 24, 2020 https://hesapp.saglik.gov.tr/hayat_eve_sigar_ay
dinlatma.pdf

UAE*

100,000+

No longer on
app store

9.361 million

60%

1.8%

1.1.6

April 3, 2020

April 13, 2020

UK (No longer
available as of June
26, 2020)

50,000+

No longer on
app store

66.65 million

54%

0.1%

X

May 5, 2020

June 26, 2020 https://covid19.nhs.uk/our-policies.html

U.S - Utah

10,000+

10,000+

3.206 million

33% (USA)

0.9%

1.2.48

April 22, 2020

July 15, 2020

https://tracecovid.ae/privacy.html

https://healthytogether.io/legal/privacy

112

Section 6
Conclusions
113

Conclusions
1.

2.

3.

Onboarding transparency: 16 of 18 apps created walkthroughs in onboarding to more transparently communicate
a number of key benefits and safeguards such as data privacy and how the app works and uses your data. This was
implemented to gain user trust by explaining how COVID-19-related apps work through onboarding methods,
illustrations, and design layout (pp.12-46).
Privacy settings: Authorities and app developers build privacy settings features often separate from the core app
user experience (pp.47-61). 16 of 31 apps feature settings, app permissions and data collection features placed
more prominently on one of the apps main tabs; This is done through mechanisms such as toggles, on/off buttons,
iconography, checkmarks, “active or inactive” cards, and color-coded background toggles. This feature can position
the app data collection process to be more transparent to the user every time they log into the system.
Privacy governance processes: In various apps, there is evidence of articulating the data governance and app
creation through app specific privacy policies, data deletions and/or privacy or data protection impact assessments
(pp.62-72). 23 of 31 apps feature a privacy policy specific to the app, 17 of 31 apps we were able to find some
evidence of open source documentation which signals attempts at transparency and the option to engage the
research and developer community to continually improve the application. 7 of 30 apps showed evidence of privacy
or data protection impact assessments, which signals that there are processes in place to identify and manage
potential risks.
114

Section 5:
Appendix of screenshots
115

Alberta, Canada
AB Trace Together

116

https://globalnews.ca/news/6898691/ab-trace-together-contact-app-alberta-covid-ios/
117

Alberta, Canada
ABTraceTogether
https://www.alberta.ca/ab-trace-together.aspx

118

Alberta, Canada
ABTraceTogether
119

Australia
COVIDSafe

120

Appstore
121

App deletion
Australian Government

122

More screenshots
https://techxplore.com/news/2020-04-covidsafe-tracking-app-issues.html
123

124

https://www.soundhealthandlastingwealth.com/health-news/covidsafe-tracking-app-is-uselessfor-iphone-users-due-to-technical-flaw-requiring-app-to-stay-open/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_Australia
125

Austria
STOPP Corona

126

Use the digital handshake to
save your encounters
anonymously. You will be
notiﬁed anonymously in the
app if one of your contact
persons is ill.

Austrian Red Cross
Stopp Corona

Suspected case. You have
completed the
questionnaire and there is
suspicion of a corona
infection. Quarantine days.
Give the all clear
Report medical conﬁrmation

Reported sick. Please stay
in Quarantane. You have
oﬃcially reported sick as
suffering from the
coronavirus.

Question. How are you
today?
I feel good.
I have symptoms of illness.

Do you have any of the
following symptoms:
Cough
Sore throat
shortness of breath
Respiratory infection
Sudden loss of taste127
or
smell

Digital Handshake
(Austria Red Cross)
It will definitely be a while before we’ll
actually shake each others hands
again. In the meantime: use “Stopp
Corona”s digital handshake.
If you and the person you encounter
have installed the app, you can simply
select each other. The app will
anonymously save your meeting.
Should one of you fall sick with the
corona virus the other will receive an
instant notification.

128

iOS app version 2.0.2. Last update 6/26/20. Last
accessed 6/28/20
129

130

Bahrain
BeAware

131

https://www.bahrain.bh/wps/portal/!ut/p/a1/jZDLDoJADEW_xQVbWgdBdDcS8REJPhBxNgbM
OGqQMYjg54u6wnd3bc5JbwsMAmBJmO9EmO1kEsa3nhmrvotGnZhkiJ6POHFs29P9mYW6
XgLLCqBpXaSu0Rw3_RYxTPzPR-JY9UGjBBwHkZqd6cizLcSe9qf_oejP_TOewALYE_Z6xR3
4FvMBfM4xBCZiGd1_uqRJpJkCWMo3POWpek7L8TbLjqe2ggoWRaEKKUXM1bU8KPhO2cp
TBkGVhONhPg8ug70e5yNKa7Urjziwiw!!/dl5/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/

132

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=bh.bahrain.corona.tracker

Google Play Store (7/2/20)
133

Bulgaria
Virusafe

134

Republic of Bulgaria Ministry of Health
ViruSafe (6/28/20)
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=bg.government.virusafe

135

Canada
COVID Alert

136

COVID Alert
, iOS app v. 1.0.2, accessed 8/1/20

https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/id1520284227

137

COVID Alert
, iOS app v. 1.0.2, accessed 8/1/20

https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/id1520284227

138

COVID Alert
, iOS app v. 1.0.2, accessed 8/1/20

https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/id1520284227

139

COVID Alert
, iOS app v. 1.0.2, accessed 8/1/20

https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/id1520284227

140

China
Chinese health code
system
141

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/amB7fBxLw8KSR9DcUsbTWg
142

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/see-china-s-covid-19-contact-tracing-system-in-act
ion-1.4943352
143

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/see-china-s-covid-19-contact-tracing-system-in-act
ion-1.4943352
144

Cyprus
CovTracer

145

Government of the Republic of Cyprus
CovTracer
146

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.rise.ihnilatis
147

Government of the Republic of Cyprus
CovTracer
148

iOS app screenshots version 2.0.1. Accessed 7/16/20
149

iOS app screenshots version 2.0.1. Accessed 6/28/20
150

151

Czech
eRouska

152

https://erouska.cz/
153

Visualizations of how the app works
154

Erouska is active. The application
works in the background and
monitors the environment, please
do not quit it. Leave Bluetooth
turned on and work with your
phone as usual. Pause Data
Collection.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=cz.covid19cz.erouska
155

iOS app, version: 1.1, accessed July 02, 2020
156

157

France
StopCovid

158

https://apps.apple.com/app/id1511279125
159

App iOS version 1.1.1., accessed July 02, 2020
160

161

162

163

Germany
Corona Warn App

164

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.rki.coronawarnapp
165

166

167

https://github.com/corona-warn-app/cwa-documentation/blob/master/ui_screens.md
168

Ghana
GH COVID-19 Tracker

169

https://ghcovid19.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EiJlO45Vya0
170

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EiJlO45Vya0
171

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EiJlO45Vya0
172

iOS app version 1.0.3 (last on Google Play), Accessed July 02, 2020
173

Iceland
Rakning C-19

174

Iceland - Authentication, Location, Notifications
175

176

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=is.landlaeknir.rakning
177

iOS app version 2.0.0, accessed July 02, 2020
178

India
Aarogya Setu

179

Screenshots in english
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nic.goi.aarogyasetu

180

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=nic.goi.aarogyasetu
181

https://www.gadgetsnow.com/how-to/how-to-use-governments-official-coronavirus-tracking-ap
p-aarogya-setu/articleshow/74965369.cms
182

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indiatvnews.com%2Ftechnology%2Fnews-aarogya-setu-mobile-ap
p-how-to-use-aarogya-setu-where-to-download-android-ios-app-coronavirus-covid-19-tracking-by-government-605469&psig=AOv
Vaw3EfBzk5UX_Fr3wmOtBnHkj&ust=1591572850304000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiozYWt7ukCFQAAA
AAdAAAAABAH

183

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.news18.com%2Fnews%2Ftech%2Fpm-modi-says-aarogya-setu-c
an-facilitate-travel-future-of-the-app-beyond-covid-contact-tracing-2575491.html&psig=AOvVaw3EfBzk5UX_Fr3wmOtBnHkj&ust=
1591572850304000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiozYWt7ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAS

184

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fmygovindia%2Fstatus%2F1245745090401726468&psig
=AOvVaw3EfBzk5UX_Fr3wmOtBnHkj&ust=1591572850304000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiozYWt7ukCF
QAAAAAdAAAAABAf

185

186

Iran
Mask.ir

187

https://myket.ir/app/ir.covidapp.android
188

https://mask.ir/
189

https://twitter.com/MaskApplication/status/1251726935736098816/photo/1
https://peivast.com/p/73198
190

https://peivast.com/p/73198
191

Ireland
HSE Covid-19 App

192

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
193

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
194

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
195

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
196

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
197

iOS app accessed July 20, 2020
Version 1.0.1
198

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.covidtracker.hse
199

https://github.com/HSEIreland/covidtracker-documentation/blob/master/documentation/COVID
%20Tracker%20App%20-%20Product%20Explainer_v1.0.pdf
200

201

202

203

204

205

https://github.com/HSEIreland/covidtracker-documentation/blob/master/documentation/privacy
/Data%20Protection%20Impact%20Assessment%20for%20the%20COVID%20Tracker%20Ap
p%20-%2026.06.2020.pdf
206

207

208

209

210

211

Israel
HaMagen

212

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hamagen

6/28/20
213

https://govextra.gov.il/ministry-of-health/hamagen-app/download-en/
214

Israel - HaMagen (Warnings sent to user to reject or
accept)

Israel - HaMagen
215

Italy
Immuni

216

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.ministerodellasalute.immuni
217

Screenshots from 6/28/20: iOS app version 1.2.0 (last
update one week ago from 6/28/20.
218

219

220

221

222

Malaysia
MyTrace

223

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=my.gov.onegovappstore.mytrace&hl=en
224

Video: https://www.mosti.gov.my/web/en/mytrace/#1588521436472-b87ce493-175b
225

https://www.mosti.gov.my/web/en/mytrace/#1588521061765-2930e986-9778
226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

iOS app accessed 07/02/20
No version on iOS. Google Play version 1.0.30.
242

Mexico
CovidRadar.mx

243

Government of the State of Nuevo León
CovidRadar.mx
244

iOS version 1.0.1, accessed 07/02/20
245

246

Netherlands
PrivateTracer

247

https://www.privatetracer.org/
248

https://www.privatetracer.org/
249

250

251

https://gitlab.com/PrivateTracer/ux-design
252

https://private-tracer-v0-5-9.now.sh/

not detected

not detected

Last updated: 1 hour ago.

Last updated: 1 hour ago.

Which data is shared?

Which data is shared?

Contact registration is off

Contact registration is on.

This app will not function until you
switch contact registration back on.

If you come into contact with
someone who turns out to be infected
with COVID-19, this app will send you a
notiﬁcation.

are you sure you want to turn off contact
registration? If you disable contact
registration, this app can no longer detect
when you are eligible with a COVID-19
infected person. Strive to leave this as
much as possible.

253

Button: tracing score

Button: settings

Button: hazard icon (!)

https://private-tracer-v0-5-9.now.sh/
Battery optimization
The last of the app is 6 automatically
controlled or there are risk-free
interactions.
Change all data.

254

North Dakota - USA
Care 19

255

North Dakota
Care19
256

North Dakota
Care19
257

iOS app version 3.5, access 07/03/20
258

259

260

261

North Macedonia
Stop Korona

262

North Macedonia
Stop Korona
https://apps.apple.com/mk/app/stopkorona!/id1506641869
263

https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/
264

https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/
265

https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/
266

https://stop.koronavirus.gov.mk/
267

268

Norway
Smittestop

269

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=no.simula.smittestopp
270

Poland
ProteGO

271

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/protego-safe/id1508481566

6/28/20
272

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.gov.mc.protegosafe&hl=en_US

6/28/20
273

iOS app version 4.2.0 which was updated 6/22/20.
Access 6/28/20.
274

275

276

277

278

279

Qatar
Ehteraz

280

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.moi.covid19&hl=en_US

6/28/20
281

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ehteraz/id1507150431

6/28/20
282

iOS App download 6/28/20. Version 5.1
283

284

Singapore
Trace Together

285

Add screenshots directly from
phone

App screenshots directly
286

https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360043735573-How-do-I-set-up-TraceT
ogether287

The SafeEntry barcode feature facilitates
quick and secure check-ins and
check-outs at all SafeEntry locations.
Users may click on the ‘SafeEntry
check-in’ button in the home screen for a
digital identiﬁcation barcode, unique to
you, to appear. Scan the barcode at
SafeEntry locations that accept scanning
of barcodes such as on your NRIC, FIN
and other forms of identiﬁcations cards.
Kindly note that sometimes the barcode
cannot be scanned as older scanners that
use lasers do not work well with reﬂective
surfaces like mobile phone screens.

Please keep the app running with full app
permissions until the end of the outbreak,
so we can protect you and your loved
ones.
You can disable TraceTogether’s
functionality any time by turning Bluetooth
oﬀ or by pausing the app from the option
in your home screen (currently only for
Android). We will not be able to help notify
you quickly of possible exposure to
COVID-19 during this period when your
app isn’t working. 😢
We will only use TraceTogether for contact
tracing during the COVID-19 outbreak.
Once contact tracing is no longer needed,
you will be prompted to disable
TraceTogether's functionality.

If the main screen on your app says “Your app is active’,
it means your app has been set up successfully.
https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360043735593-How-do-I-know-that-myapp-is-working-

288

https://support.tracetogether.gov.sg/hc/en-sg/articles/360045311673-Would-keeping-TraceTo
gether-running-all-the-time-drain-my-battery-quickly289

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sg.gov.tech.bluetrace
290

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.straitstimes.com%2Ftech%2Fsingapore-app-allows-for-faster-cont
act-tracing&psig=AOvVaw2ICWe-O1PdaIiLebOKjwlP&ust=1591709524377000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTC
JiXs5mq8ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAQ

291

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FTraceTogether&psig=AOvVaw2ICWe-O1P
daIiLebOaKjwlP&ust=1591709524377000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJiXs5mq8ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABA
Y

292

https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2020/03/how-coronavirus-tracking-app-tracetogether-works/
293

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6n9ZsHSc4YA
294

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6n9ZsHSc4YA
295

Singapore - TraceTogether (contact tracers will notify you quickly)
296

Switzerland
SwissCovid

297

Screenshots taken iOS app version 1.0.5 on June 28,
2020
298

299

300

301

file:///Users/stephanienguyen/Downloads/SwissCovid%2
0app_Factsheet_200622.pdf
302

Turkey
Hayat Eve Sığar

303

This application protects you and your
surroundings from Corona virus T.C. It
was developed by the Ministry of Health.

Risk Areas
When you allow location services, the app will alert you when you
approach risky areas, and you will be able to see areas on the map that
you should not approach instantly.

https://apps.apple.com/tr/app/hayat-eve-s%C4%B1%C4%9Far/id1505756398?l=tr
Turkey
Hayat Eve Sığar

304

Turkey
Hayat Eve Sığar
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tr.gov.saglik.hayatevesigar&hl=en_US
305

UAE
TraceCovid

306

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=ae.tracecovid.app
307

https://apps.apple.com/sg/app/tracecovid/id1505485835
308

Youtube video viewed 6/28/20:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Lex5j_wxK4
309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

United Kingdom
NHS COVID-19 App

319

6/28/20 iOS app https://apps.apple.com/us/app/nhs-covid-19/id1507396059
320

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52551273
Users will be asked to enter the first part of their postcode but not their name or other personal details
321

https://www.glebelandspractice.nhs.uk/page1.aspx?p=13&t=2
322

https://reincubate.com/blog/staying-alive-covid-19-background-tracing/
323

Utah - USA
Healthy Together

324

Utah
Healthy Together Beta
325

Utah
Healthy Together Beta
iOS app version 1.2.1 on 6/28/20
326

Utah
Healthy Together Beta
iOS app version 1.2.1 on 6/28/20
327

Utah
Healthy Together Beta
iOS app version 1.2.1 on 6/28/20
328

Utah
Healthy Together Beta
iOS app version 1.2.1 on 6/28/20
329

